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traceability of distributed software artefacts, validation of systems models,
interoperabilityofdistributeddatabasesystems,andwebservic esapplications,towhich
shehasappliedcomputationalintelligencetechniquesinmanyofhe rapproaches.She






























































Developing High Assurance Software Systems:
On the Role of Software Tools
Constance L. Heitmeyer
Head of Software Engineering Section
Center for High Assurance Computer Systems
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington DC, USA
heitmeyer@itd.nrl.navy.mil
Abstract
Recently, researchers have developed a number of powerful, formally based
software tools, such as model checkers and theorem provers, for verifying
properties and for detecting property violations in both software and hardware
descriptions.  To date, these tools have largely been used to analyze hardware
designs.  However, in the future, they should have significant value in analyzing
the requirements and designs of software systems, especially high assurance
software systems, where compelling evidence is needed that the system satisfies
critical properties, such as safety and security properties.  This talk describes the
many different roles that formally based software tools can play in debugging,
verifying, and testing software systems and software system artefacts.  It also
describes one important activity in software development not involving tools that
is often neglected and that merits much greater care and attention.
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✏  ✂✰✍✝✶✢✟✔ ❤✟✜✶ ❨✓✮✚✟✠✣✧✶✥✂✏ ✏  ✂✠✡✢❨✕✶ ✍✏  ✍✰✂✏ ✔ ✚✶✢❈➉♠✔ ✄✽✜✟✄☎ ✂✕❩✔ ✢❜✏ ✝✟✠✡ ✂ ❩✕✳✔✡✄✙✏✮✔✡✢✳✰✟✏
✆✛✥✙✦✟✄✟➒❫②✡✔ ⑤◆✏ ✚✽✤✫✚✶✢✟✔ ✏ ✚✟✠❯✏ ✝✲ ✱✔ ✢✟✧✶✜✶✏✣✚✲✓✞✜✟✄☎ ✙✠❆✰✂✚✟✤✫✤✑✥✂✢✶✕✟✄❯✔ ✢❃✠● ✍✥✍✁ ❵●✏ ✔ ✤❁ 
✥✂✢✶✕✭✰✂✚✟✢✟✄☎✏ ✥✂✢✟✏ ✁ ✦❯✚✟✓✡✓✡ ✂✠❏✏ ✝✟ ✻➓ ✢✟ ✂✒✟✏❣✰✂✚✟✤✫✤✑✥✂✢✟✕✎➓★✥✂✄✭✥✂✢✶✏ ✔ ✰✍✔ ✧✶✥✍✏  ✍✕❃✵✟✦✴✏✮✝☞ 
✤✫✚✟✕✟ ✂✁ P❫②✡✔ ✔ ⑤❅✏ ✚✭✧✟✠✮✚✟✕✟✜✶✰✙ ❂✄✿✏  ✂✠● ✍✚✟✏ ✦✶✧✶✔ ✰✍✥✍✁✗✄☎✰✍✠✡✔ ✧✶✏ ✄✻✰✍✚✟✤✫✧✶✚✟✄☎ ✍✕❊✚✲✓✞✄✙✝☞✚✳✠☎✏
✄✿ ✂❤✟✜✟ ✂✢✟✰✂ ✂✄❘✚✟✓▼✰✂✚✟✤✑✤✫✥✂✢✟✕✟✄✭✏ ✝✟✥✂✏❘✝✟✥✂✬✟ ❯✵✟ ✂ ✂✢❉✚✶✵✟✄✿ ✂✠✡✬✶ ✂✕❊✥✂✄❆✚❄✰✺✰✺✜❄✠❑✠❑✔ ✢❄❋
✓●✠✡ ✍❤✟✜✶ ✍✢✟✏ ✁ ✦❱✏ ✝✶✠●✚✶✜✟❋✶✝❲✏ ✝✟ ✱✵✟✥✂✏ ✰✂✝❀✧✶✠●✚✟✰✍ ✍✄✿✄☎✔ ✢✶❋❲✚✲✓✗✁ ✚✶✢✟❋✯✝✶✔ ✄✿✏ ✚✶✠●✔  ✍✄⑧✚☞✓
✚✶✧✶ ✍✠✡✥✍✏ ✔ ✚✶✢✶✄✴✥✂✢✟✕✽②✡✔ ✔ ✔ ⑤✑✏ ✚✴✧✟✠✡✚✟✕✶✜✟✰✂ ➔✠✡✜✟✁  ✂✄❀➉❭✥✂✁ ✄☎✚❩✏ ✝✶✠✡✚✶✜✶❋✶✝▲✵❄✥✲✏ ✰✺✝
✧✶✠●✚✶✰✂ ✍✄✿✄✿✔ ✢✶❋❲➉❭✏ ✝✶✥✂✏✭✰✂✥✙✢✷✵✟ ✽✜✟✄✿ ✂✕❩✏ ✚❲✧✟✠✡ ✂✓✡ ✂✏ ✰✂✝❲✓✡✔ ✁  ✂✄❀✔ ✢❲✥✱✤✣✜✳✁✮✏ ✔✮❵
✏ ✥✂✄☎❚✟✔ ✢✟❋✭ ✂✢✟✬✶✔ ✠✡✚✶✢✟✤✑ ✂✢✟✏☎☛✲✌✎✝✟ ✫✥✂✧✟✧✟✠✡✚✟✥✂✰✂✝❯✆✞ ✫✕✟ ✂✄☎✰✂✠✡✔ ✵✟ ✫✔ ✢✭✏ ✝✟✔ ✄✛✧✟✥✂✧✟ ✂✠✫✔✼✄
✰✍✁ ✚✶✄☎ ✂✄✿✏✫✔ ✢✽✔ ✢✟✏  ✂✢✶✏❉✏ ✚❃✏ ✝✟ ✸✄☎ ✍✰✂✚✟✢✟✕❥✚✟✓✣✏ ✝✟ ✂✄✿ ❊✏ ✥✂✄☎❚✟✄✟☛✞➄✞✚✲✆◆ ✙✬✲ ❍✠✮P◆✚☞✜✳✠
✆✞✔ ❴✂✥✙✠✡✕✟✄❈✰✙✥✂✢♥✵✲ ▲❤✶✜✟✔ ✏  ❳✓✡✁  ✍✒✟✔ ✵✟✁  ❳✏ ✚✟✚✶✁ ✄☎P❨✆✞✝✟ ✙✠✡ ✙✥✂✄❛✏ ✝✟ ➈✄✙✰✲✠❑✔✮✧✳✏ ✄
✕✟ ✂✄☎✰✂✠✡✔ ✵✟ ✂✕✗✔ ✢✽➌✡④☎➍✟➎❅✥✂✠✮ ✑✓✡✔ ✒✟ ✙✕✴✄☎ ✂❤✶✜✟ ✍✢✟✰✂ ✍✄❂✥✂✁ ✁ ✚✟✆✛✔ ✢✶❋❊✚✟✢✶✁ ✦❊✓✮✚✟✠◆✄✂✔✮✢☞❋✳✁✮ 
✥✂✠✡❋✟✜✟✤✑ ✂✢✟✏ ✄✟☛✺→❲✕✟ ✂❋✟✠✡ ✂ ✑✚✟✓❅ ✂✒✟✧✟ ✂✠✡✏ ✔ ✄☎ ✑✔ ✄✞✠✡ ✂❤✟✜✟✔ ✠✡ ✂✕✗✔ ✢✗✏ ✝✟ ✑✄☎✏ ✥✙✏  ✂✤✑ ✂✢✟✏✞✚✳✓
✏ ✝✟ ✱✰✂✚✟✝✟ ✂✠✮ ✂✢✟✰✂ ✷✠✡✜✟✁  ✂✄❀✜✶✧✟✚✶✢✯✆✞✝✟✔ ✰✂✝❱✚✟✜✟✠✱✆✞✔ ❴✂✥✙✠✡✕✟✄❉✥❍✠✮ ✻✰✺✚✳✢❄✄❍✏ ✠✼✜❄✰✺✏  ✺✕
✆✞✝✟ ✙✠✡ ✙✥✂✄✱✏ ✝✟ ✸✄✿✰✂✠●✔ ✧✶✏ ✄✯✔ ✢❬➌✡④✼➍✟➎✸✥✙✠  ❊✧✶✠✡✚✶✕✟✜✶✰✂ ✍✕❝✵✟✦❜✥✂✢❥✥✍✜❄✏ ✚❄✤✣✥✺✏  ✺✕
✤✫✥✂✰✙✝✶✔ ✢✟ ❊✁  ✍✥✂✠✡✢✶✔ ✢✶❋✯✧✟✠✡✚✟✰✂ ✂✄☎✄✟☛◆✘◆ ✙✏✛ ✂✒✶✧✟ ✂✠●✏ ✔ ✄☎ ⑧✔ ✄❃✄✿✏ ✔ ✁ ✁❃✠✡ ✂❤✶✜✟✔ ✠✡ ✂✕❛✏✼✚




❶☞✔ ✠✡ ✂✄✿✏ ✚✶✢✟ ✂P✹➞✟☛ ❪❊☛✟➃✞ ✂✓✡✔ ✢✟✔ ✢✟❋❯✏ ✝✟ ❁➟✎✢✟✏  ✂✠✡✧✶✠✡✔ ✄☎ ✫❖✡✢✶✓✡✚✟✠✡✤✑✥✂✏ ✔ ✚✟✢❯➠☞✚✟✠✡✏ ✥✍✁✼☛
➟✎✒✶ ✂✰✂✜✟✏ ✔ ✬✟ ✣❖✡✢✟✓✡✚✟✠●✤✑✥✂✏ ✔ ✚✟✢✸➡✂✦✟✄✿✏  ✂✤✑✄☎P❣❖✡✢✟✰☞☛ P✛④☎➢✟➢✟➢✎☛
➛ ➤★➝
➁
 ✂✁ ✁ ✄☎P❄➃✗☛ P➂➡✂✝✟ ✙✔ ✢✟✥✙P✳❪✷☛✙✥✙✢✟✕✫➄✞✥✂✠✮✠✡✔ ✄☎❵✡➞✼✚✟✢✟ ✙✄☎P❄■✑☛✙➟✎✢✲✏  ✂✠✮✧✟✠✡✔ ✄☎ 




❪❂✜✟✠✡✠✡✥✂✦✲P✩➫✗☛❆✌✎✝✟ ❘➠☞✚✟✠✡✏ ✥✂✁❫✔ ✄◆✏ ✝✟ ❆➃✞ ✙✄☎❚✟✏ ✚✟✧✎☛✂➫✞✠✡✚✟✜✲✧✣■❅✚✟✤✑✧✟✜✟✏ ✔ ✢✟❋✎☛
❪✻✥✂✦✟❵●➞☎✜✟✢✶ ✴④☎➢✟➢✶➢✟P➂✧✎☛ ➧✟➧✎☛
➛ ➭★➝
■❅✥✂✠✡✁ ✔ ✢✟ ✂✠✡P▼➡☞☛✺➃✞ ✂✄☎✔ ❋✟✢✟✔ ✢✟❋✭✆✞✔ ❴✂✥✂✠✮✕✟✄✟☛✲✌✎✠✡✥✂✔ ✢✟✔ ✢✟❋✭✥✂✢✟✕
➃✛ ✂✬✶ ✂✁ ✚✟✧✶✤✫ ✂✢✶✏ P✫④✿➢✟➢❣➯✶☛
➛●➲✳➝❊➳
✔ ✧✲✧✟P✲➥✗☛ →✣☛☎➄◆✦✟✧✲ ✙✠✡✆◆✔ ❴✂✥✙✠✮✕✟✄✲➒✿➵✞❪❂❙✭✚✟✬✲ ✙✠❫■★➫✞❖✙☛☎➠✳✠✮✚✟✰✳☛✼✚✟✓
➵✞❪✻❙✎◗ ➢✎➯☎P▼④☎➢✟➢❣➯✟☛
➛●➸✳➝
➡✂ ✂✠✡✥✂✓✡ ✂✏ ✔ ✢✟✔ ✕✟✚✟✜✟P✹❪❊☛
➁
✔ ❴✂✥✂✠✡✕❯➺❅✜✟✔ ✁ ✕✟✔ ✢✟❋✭✔ ✢✭✥✂✢❯→✞✵✟✄☎✏ ✠✡✥✂✰✂✏❣➠☞✚✶✠✮✏ ✥✂✁
❶☞✠✡✥✂✤✑ ✂✆✛✚✟✠✡❚✎☛✺❪❊➡✂✰✫➃✞✔ ✄☎✄☎ ✂✠✡✏ ✥✂✏ ✔ ✚✟✢✟P✹➃✞ ✂✧✟✥✂✠✡✏ ✤✑ ✂✢✟✏❣✚✟✓❅■❏✚✟✤✑✧✟✜✟✏ ✔ ✢✟❋✟P






☛❍✥✙✢✟✕✱➡✂ ✂✠✮✥✂✓✮ ✂✏ ✔ ✢✲✔ ✕✲✚✟✜✟P✶❪✷☛
➁
✔ ❴✙✥✂✠✮✕
➺❅✜✟✔ ✁ ✕✟✔ ✢✟❋✭✔ ✢✭✥✂✢✭→✞✵✟✄☎✏ ✠✡✥✂✰✂✏❣➠☞✚✟✠✡✏ ✥✂✁❣❶☞✠✡✥✂✤✑ ✂✆✞✚✟✠✡❚❣☛✺✌✎ ✂✰✂✝✟✢✟✔ ✰✂✥✂✁
➦
 ✍✧✟✚✟✠✡✏★➧✟➨✟➨✟➨✟➼☎④✶➯☎P✎❖✂➡✩➡✂➥❛④☎➍✟➽✶➢✟❵✡➍✎④☎➾✶➍✟P✎➃✛ ✂✧✟✥✂✠✡✏ ✤✫ ✂✢✟✏➂✚✶✓
■❏✚✟✤✫✧✟✜✟✏ ✔ ✢✟❋✶P➂❖●✤✑✧✶ ✂✠✡✔ ✥✂✁❅■❏✚✟✁ ✁  ✂❋✟ ✭❙❣✚✟✢✶✕✟✚✟✢✶P➂➧✶➨✟➨✶➨✎☛
➛●➚✳➝
➃✞✥✂✬✟✔ ✄☎✚✟✢✲P☞➺❆☛ ➃✗☛✙✥✂✢✟✕✫➄✞✔ ✠✮✄☎✝✟P✳➄✗☛✙➠☞✠✡ ✂✕✲✔ ✰✂✏ ✔ ✢✟❋✻➡✂ ✂❤✲✜✟ ✂✢✟✰✙ ✂✄❏✚✟✓❣➪✞✄☎ ✂✠
→✞✰✂✏ ✔ ✚✟✢✟✄✟☛✂➠☞✠✮✚✟✰☞☛✂✚✟✓➂✏ ✝✟ ❯④☎➢✟➢✹➯◆→✞→✞→✞❖✡➼ ❖✮■❅❪✻❙
➁
✚✟✠✡❚✲✄☎✝✟✚✟✧
➠☞✠✡ ✂✕✟✔ ✰✂✏ ✔ ✢✟❋✗✏ ✝✟ ✫❶☞✜✟✏ ✜✟✠✡ ☞➒✶→✞❖❅→✛✧✟✧✟✠✡✚✟✥✂✰✂✝✟ ✂✄✞✏ ✚✭✌✎✔ ✤✑ ✂❵✂➡✂ ✂✠✡✔  ✂✄
→✛✢✶✥✂✁ ✦✶✄☎✔ ✄✿P❁④✿➢✟➢❣➯✶☛
➛●➶✳➝
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method of computing minimal revised
specifications represented as a function-free Horn theory.
We have already proposed a formalization of minimal revi-
sion of a logical specification and two computational meth-
ods. However, the previous methods have either a problem
of needs of minimality check or a problem of completeness.
In this paper, we propose a method using Default Logic
which not only directly computes a minimal revised specifi-
cation without minimality check, but also is guaranteed to
be complete. Then, we give a top-down proof procedure to
compute an extension correpsonding with a minimal revused
specification.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Require-
ments/Specifications—Methodologies
1. INTRODUCTION
Software evolution is one of the most important issue in soft-
ware engineering. The famous report [8] even in 80’s states
that 75% of maintenance task in software industry are activ-
ities dealing with the following issues.
• Changes in the software environment.
• New user requirements.
In the current network environment of computers, the above
correction/updates occurs frequently and therefore the re-
search on software evolution becomes much more important.
As the first steps, we have already formalized an update for
a specification represented as a set of Horn theories with
integrity constraints. We divide a specification into two
parts; a temporary part and a persistent part. The for-
mer is subject to change and the latter is not allowed to be
changed. Then, when the addition of a new specification
leads to contradiction, we minimally revise a logical specifi-
cation to avoid contradiction. So far, we proposed the fol-
lowing methods to compute minimal revised specifications.
Using abductive logic programming [16, 17] We
translate a logical specification into an abductive logic
program where we introduce a deletion abducible into
each rule of the temporary part of the logical spec-
ification and correspond the assumption of deletion
abducible with a deletion of the temporary part.
Using extended logic programming [18] We translate
a logical specification into an extended logic program
where we consider all the contrapositive of the logical
specification in order to simulate a logical deduction
within extended logic programming and we introduce
a deletion literal into each rule of the temporary part
of the logical specification and correspond the truth of
deletion literals with a deletion of the temporary part.
However, either method has its own problem of computing
minimal revised specification. The former method firstly
computes a set of deletion abducibles corresponding with
the deletion of rules to avoid contradiction, but then we need
to check its minimality since the computing method in [16,
17] is not guaranteed to compute minimal abducibles. On
the other hand, the latter method does not need to perform
minimality check, but the method is not complete for ev-
ery class of logical specification; in other words, there is a
minimal revised specification, but by the latter method, we
cannot find it. So, we have to restrict the class of logical
specification to guarantee completeness.
In this paper, to solve these problems, we propose a usage
of Default Logic [12]. We translate each logical specifica-
tion into a default theory and compute an extension of the
theory. Then, we can guarantee that each extension exactly
corresponds with a possible minimal revised specification.
We also give a procedure of Default Logic which is simplied
from our original procedure of Default Logic [15] to compute
(a part of) an extension to identify which rules should be
deleted.
2. MINIMAL REVISED SPECIFICATION
In this section we review our framework of minimal revised
specification[16, 17, 18] for maintaining consistency of soft-
ware specification.
8Consider the following example of a logical representation
of database and constraints which is inspired by the exam-
ple in [4, p590]. Here, we assume that data in database,
integrity constraints, and rules are represented as logical
formulas.
Example 1.
• Integrity Constraint meaning that if F is a father of E
then the age of E must be under the age of F :
father(F, E) ∧ age(F, A1) ∧ age(E, A2)
∧(A1 ≤ A2) ⊃ ⊥.
where ⊥ means “contradiction”.
• A rule of calculating the age:
birth year(E, Y ) ∧ current year(Z)∧
A=Z − Y ⊃ age(E, A).
• s is the father of c:
father(s, c).
• The birth year of s is 1975:
birth year(s, 75).
• The birth year of c is 1974:
birth year(c, 74).
We assume that the following:
• The integrity constraint is not completely specified.
There would be an exception of the above integrity
constraint.
• There are some possibilities that the information of
birth year is wrongly inserted in the database.
• Therefore, we can delete either some part of the in-
tegrity constraint or some date of birth year to avoid
future contradiction.
Suppose that we add c(99).1. The addition of c(99). leads to
inconsistent database state. To resolve such inconsistency,
we would consider the following possibilities.
S1: b(s, 75) is considered to be added incorrectly and so, we
delete this information from the database.
S2: b(c, 74) is considered to be added incorrectly and so, we
delete this information from the database.
S3: We regard this situation as an exceptional situation and
so, we change the integrity constraint.
Note that there are other ways of resolving inconsistency,
but other revisions are greater than the above three revi-
sions. In this paper, we would like to have such minimal
revised specifications.
1From now on, for brevity, we write “f” for “father” predi-
cate, “a” for “age” “b” for birth year, “c” for current year,
respectively
Definition 1. Let Tpst be a set of Horn clauses which are
of the form:
B1 ∧B2 ∧ ... ∧Bl ⊃ H.
where H, B1, ..., Bl are atoms.
Let Ttmp be a set of labeled Horn clauses which are of the
form:
φ : B1 ∧B2 ∧ ... ∧Bl ⊃ H
where φ is a name for the clause.
A logical specification T is a pair of 〈Tpst, Ttmp〉 and we call
Tpst a persistent part of T and Ttmp a temporary part of T .
We define a minimal revised specification based on a maxi-
mal consistent subset of the logical specification defined as
follows.
Definition 2. Let S be a set of function-free Horn clauses.
A maximal consistent subset of S is S′ such that S′ is con-
sistent and S′ ⊆ S and there is no proper superset S′′ of S′
such that S′′ is consistent and S′′ ⊆ S.
Definition 3. Let T be a logical specification 〈Tpst, Ttmp〉.
Let ΠTtmp be a set of ground clauses obtained by replacing
all variables in each clause in Ttmp by every constant in T .
Let Rnew be a clause.
A minimal revised specification w.r.t. T and Rnew is
〈Tpst∪{Rnew}, S〉 such that (Tpst∪{Rnew})∪S is a maximal
consistent subset of (Tpst ∪ {Rnew}) ∪ΠTtmp .
The minimal revised specification is such a specification that
deletes ground instances of Ttmp when Tpst ∪{Rnew}∪Ttmp
leads to contradiction.
Example 2. Consider the specification in Example 1.
Tpst ∪ {Rnew} :






f(F, E) ∧ a(F, A1) ∧ a(E, A2) ∧ (A1 ≤ A2) ⊃ ⊥.
ΠTtmp is as follows.
b(s, 75).
b(c, 74).
f(s, c) ∧ a(s, 24) ∧ a(c, 25) ∧ (24 ≤ 25) ⊃ ⊥.
f(s, c) ∧ a(s, 25) ∧ a(c, 25) ∧ (25 ≤ 25) ⊃ ⊥.
f(s, s) ∧ a(s, 24) ∧ a(s, 24) ∧ (24 ≤ 24) ⊃ ⊥.
....
9Since Tpst ∪ {Rnew} ∪ ΠTtmp is contradictory, we have
the following minimal revised specifications 〈Tpst ∪
{Rnew}andSi〉(i = 1, 2, 3).
• S1 = ΠTtmp − {b(s, 75).}.
• S2 = ΠTtmp − {b(c, 74).}.
• S3 = ΠTtmp−
{f(s, c) ∧ a(s, 24) ∧ a(c, 25) ∧ (24 ≤ 25) ⊃ ⊥.}.
3. COMPUTING MINIMAL REVISED
SPECIFICATION BY DEFAULT LOGIC
In this section, we give a translation from a logical speci-
fication to a default theory in order to compute a minimal
revised specification.
Definition 4. Let T be a logical specification 〈Tpst, Ttmp〉
where Tpst and Ttmp are function-free. We define a trans-
lated default theory for a consistency management of T (de-
noted as DTCM (T ) = (D, W )) as follows.
• W consists of the following clauses.
– Every clause in Tpst is in W .
– Let φ : B1 ∧ ... ∧ Bl ⊃ H ∈ Ttmp. We introduce
a deletion literal delφ(x) for each clause φ where
x is a tuple of free variables in φ. Then, a clause
B1, ..., Bl ⊃ H ∨ delφ(x). is in W .
– Unique name axioms and domain closure axioms
are in W .




|(φ : C(x)) ∈ Ttmp}
Definition 5. Let φ : B1 ∧B2 ∧ ... ∧Bl ⊃ H be a labelled
clause and X = 〈X1, ..., Xk〉 be a tuple of free variables
in φ and θ1, ..., θm be substitutions of ground terms to these
free variables. Updated clause Update(φ; θ1, ...θm) of φ w.r.t.
θ1, ..., θm is defined as the following clause:
φ′ : ¬EQ(X, θ1) ∧ ... ∧ ¬EQ(X, θm) ∧ L1 ∧ ... ∧ Ll ⊃ H
where φ′ is the new name of the above clause and
EQ(X, θi) = ((X1 = (X1θi)) ∧ ...(Xk = (Xkθi)))
The following theorem shows that an extension of DTCM (T )
exactly corresponds with a minimal revised specification.
Theorem 1. Let T be a function-free logical specification
〈Tpst, Ttmp〉, and let Rnew be an added clause. If there is an
extension E for DTCM (〈Tpst ∪ {Rnew}, Ttmp〉) with a set of
deletion literals ∆, then 〈Tpst∪{Rnew}, (Ttmp−Tdel)∪Tadd〉
is a minimal revised specification where
Tdel = {φ : B1, ..., Bl ⊃ H|(delφ(x)θ) ∈ ∆} and
Tnew = {Update(φ; θ1, ...θm)|(delφ(x)θi) ∈ ∆}.
Conversely, if there is a minimal revised specification
〈Tpst ∪ {Rnew}, Tnew〉, then there exists an extension E for
DTCM (〈Tpst ∪ {Rnew}, Ttmp〉) s.t. ΠTtmp − ΠTnew = {φ :
(B1, ..., Bl ⊃ H)θ|(delφ(x)θ) ∈ E}.
Proof. We use the following proposition mentioned













for a first-order sentence, α. Then E is an
extension for the default theory (R, W ) iff E = Th(W ∪
CONS(D)) where D is a maximal subset of R such that
W ∪ CONS(D) is consistent.
Proof of Theorem 1: By the above proposition and the
defininition of DTCM (T )(= 〈D, W 〉), E is an extension of
DTCM (T ) if and only if W ∪ {¬delφ(t)|¬delφ(t) ∈ E} is a
maximal consistent subset of W∪{¬delφ(t)|φ ∈ Ttmp}. This
equivalently means that Tpst∪{Rnew}∪ (Ttmp−Tdel)∪Tadd
is a maximal consistent subset of (Tpst ∪ {Rnew}) ∪ ΠTtmp ,
or equivalently, 〈Tpst ∪ {Rnew}, (Ttmp − Tdel) ∪ Tadd〉 is a
minimal revised specification.
Example 3. Consider the database specification T =
〈Tpst, Ttmp〉 in the Example 1. To compute a minimal re-
vised specification, we translate the specification into the
following default theorm (D, W ).
W :
b(E, Y ) ∧ c(Z) ∧A = Z − Y ⊃ a(E, A).
f(s, c).
c(99)
b(s, 75) ∨ delφ1 .
b(c, 74) ∨ delφ2 .
f(F, E) ∧ a(F, A1) ∧ a(E, A2) ∧ (A1 ≤ A2) ⊃








: ¬delφ3(F, E, A1, A2)
¬delφ3(F, E, A1, A2)
Then, three extensions E1, E2, andE3 containing the follow-
ing literals for the above default theory.
E1 ⊇ {delφ1 ,¬delφ2 ,¬delφ3(s, c, 24, 25),
¬b(s, 75),¬a(s, 24), a(c, 25), b(c, 74), f(s, c), c(99)}
E2 ⊇ {¬delφ1 , delφ2 ,¬delφ3(s, c, 24, 25),
¬b(c, 74),¬a(c, 25), a(s, 24), b(s, 75), f(s, c), c(99)}
E3 ⊇ {¬delφ1 ,¬delφ2 , delφ3(s, c, 24, 25),
a(c, 25), b(c, 74), a(s, 24), b(s, 75), f(s, c), c(99)}
According to Theorem 1, the corresponding logical specifica-
tion with each extension is a minimal revised specification.
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A temporary part in the specification corresponding with
E1:
φ2 : b(c, 74).
φ3 : f(F, E) ∧ a(F, A1) ∧ a(E, A2) ∧A1 ≤ A2 ⊃ ⊥.
A temporary part in the specification corresponding with
E2:
φ1 : b(s, 75).
φ3 : f(F, E) ∧ a(F, A1) ∧ a(E, A2) ∧A1 ≤ A2 ⊃ ⊥.
A temporary part in the specification corresponding with
E3:
φ1 : b(s, 75).
φ2 : b(c, 74).
φ′3 : ¬(F = s, E = c, A1 = 24, A2 = 25)∧
f(F, E) ∧ a(F, A1) ∧ a(E, A2) ∧A1 ≤ A2 ⊃ ⊥.
4. PROOF PROCEDURE FOR COMPUT-
ING MINIMAL REVISED SPECIFICA-
TION
We can use a proof procedure proposed in [15]2. Our proce-
dure can check not only whether a formula is in an extension
or not, but also accumulate justifications why a formula is in
or out of an extension. Thus, we can compute a minimal re-
vised specification by accumulating deletion literals in order
to include a new specification without contradiction. How-
ever, the procedure proposed in [15] is a proof procedure
for any arbitrary class of default logic, but in this paper,
we only consider a normal default without prerequisites, so
we can simplify the procedure. Figure 1 is such a simplified
procedure. In the sequel, we explain this procedure.
Definition 6. Let α be a clause and Σ be a set of clauses.
A linear refutation proof for α w.r.t. Σ is a sequence of
clauses C0, ..., Cm such that:
1. C0 = α
2. Cm = (an empty clause)
3. Ci is a resolved clause of Ci−1 and a clause in Σ or
C0, ..., Ci−1.
Definition 7. A deletion assumption ∆ is a pair of sets of
of deletion literals 〈∆in, ∆out〉. We denote ∆in and ∆out as
in(∆) and out(∆) respectively.
A deletion assumption is used to make a specification con-
sistent. A literal in in(∆) must be derived and a literal in
out(∆) must not be derived to keep consistency.
Definition 8. Let α be a clause. A linear refutation proof
C0, ..., Cm for α is active w.r.t. a deletion assumption ∆ if
there is no Ci ∈ out(∆).
2There are proof procedures for normal defaults of Default
Logic [12, 11]. However, these methods only check whether
a formula is in an extension or not and do not compute
a justification to let the considered formula in/out of the
extension.
If any deletion literal in out(∆) is used during a linear refu-
tation proof, the proof is not valid. Therefore, we need to
check the activeness during the construction of the proof.
This check actually prunes unnecessary proofs using dele-
tion literals which were assumed to be out of an extension
in a previous iteration.
In the procedure of Figure 1, we consider Rnew as a for-
mula in a temporary part and DTCM (〈Tpst, Ttmp∪{Rnew}〉)
as a intial default theory. Note that we can easily show
that an extension without delRnew for the intial default the-
ory exactly corresponds with an extension DTCM (〈Tpst ∪
{Rnew}, Ttmp〉).
Let φRnew be a label of Rnew.
We firstly call out con(delφRnew , 〈∅, ∅〉).
The initial call is to show that delφRnew is out of an exten-
sion. To show that, firstly we add delφRnew into out(∆),
consider every proof to derive delφRnew and show that there
exists the negation of a deletion literal for each proof such
that the literal can be derived. This means that each proof
does not become active in the extension. Then, to show
that a deletion literal L is derived, we call derive(L, ∆). In
derive(L, ∆), we find a proof for L such that for every nega-
tion of a deletion literal, ¬del, in the proof, del is out of an
extension. Therefore, by calling out con and derive alter-
nately, we calculate a set of deletion literals to let delφRnew
be out of the extension.
5. RELATED RESEARCH
In software engineering, there are several proposals of logi-
cal treatment of “inconsistency” of software specification [4,
3, 6]. A survey of these approaches is found in [9]. [4]
handles the first systematic work on exception handling of
integrity constraints in database specification and he pro-
poses an isolation of such an exception from integrity con-
straints. [3] proposes a recovery of isolation when the ex-
ception is resolved for temporary violation of integrity con-
straints. Finkelstein et al. [6] use non-collapsible “quasi-
classical logic” even in the existence of inconsistency and
formalizes consistency management between multiple spec-
ifications defined by several users.
There are many researches on belief revision which would be
related to consistency maintenance in software engineering.
Fagin et al. [5] give a formalization of consistency manage-
ment of a logical database consisting of first-order sentences.
Using default logic to express defeasible parts or uncertain
parts of specification is not new. For example, Ryan [14] pro-
posed a usage of order theory which is a prioritized default
logic to represent entrenchment of specifications. Zowghi et
al. [19] propose an application of default reasoning, belief
revision and epistemic entrenchment to model requirements
evolution. However, either of them do not give a computa-
tional method for consistency management.
However, in this paper, we not only formalize a minimal re-
vision on specification, but aslo provide an implementation
of minimal revised specifications in terms of default logic
based on a new proof procedure. This procedure computes
which hypotheses of deletion are necessary to achieve con-
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out con(d, ∆)
d: a deletion literal, ∆: a deletion assumption
begin
if d ∈ in(∆) then fail
elseif d ∈ out(∆) then return ∆
else
∆0 = 〈in(∆), out(∆) ∪ {d}〉; i := 0;
for every active linear refutation proof
of W ∪ CONS(D) for ¬d w.r.t. ∆i, C0, ..., Cm do
begin
select negative deletion literal ¬d′
among Cj ’s (0 ≤ j ≤ m)
if there is no such d′ then fail
if derive(d′, ∆i) returns ∆i+1 then
i := i + 1; continue
end
return ∆i
end /* out con */
derive(d, ∆)
d: a deletion literal, ∆: a deletion assumption
begin
if d ∈ in(∆) then return ∆
elseif d ∈ out(∆) then fail
else
select an active linear refutation proof
of W ∪ CONS(D) for ¬d w.r.t. ∆, C0, ..., Cm
if there is no such proof then fail
∆0 = ∆; i := 0;
for every negative deletion literal ¬d′
in Cj ’s(0 ≤ j ≤ m) do
begin
if out con(d′, ∆i) returns ∆i+1 then
i := i + 1; continue
end
return 〈in(∆) ∪ {d}, out(∆)〉
end /* derive */
Figure 1: Proof Procedure for Calculating Minimal
Deletion Literals
sistency. Moreover, in this proof procedure, relevant parts
of the added specification will be checked for consistency so
that we can avoid a computation of whole extensions which
might have irrelevant parts of the added specification.
Inoue[7] proposes a similar technique to [16, 17] to maintain
consistency. He translates a computation of his proposed
extended abduction into a computation to ordinary abduc-
tion. However, to guarantee minimal updates, he needs a
minimality check as [16, 17], so the problem of [16, 17] is
inherited in his framework.
There is another technique of computing a minimal revised
specification using minimal hitting sets[10, 1]. Firstly, they
compute all sets of rules which lead to contradiction and
then, they compute a minimal hitting set of all sets ( a min-
imal set which has a common element with each set). How-
ever, this method has a problem of calculating all sources of
contradiction in the first place instead of checking minimal-
ity in the last phase in [16, 17]. On the other hand, in our
proof procedure, we can prune non-active proofs by deletion
literals which are already assumed to be out of an extension,
so that we do not need to check all sets of cotradictory rules.
In [2], they restrict a deltable rule to a fact in extentional
data base and propose a method to avoid contradiction using
tableau method. In this method, neither minimality check
nor computing minimal hitting sets is necessary, but they
do not consider a deletion of an arbitrary rule.
6. CONCLUSTION
The contributions of this research are the following.
• We propose a correct and complete method of com-
puting a minimal revised specification by translating
the specification into a default theory.
• We propose a simplified top-down proof prcedure to
compute deletion literals to avoid consistency.
For a future work, we need to investigate an efficient imple-
mentation of the proof procedure and application to a real
problem.
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➚ ➵ ➳ ➫ ➲▼➳ ➵ ➳ ➯ ➸
➺ Ô✝Õ ➵ ➯ ➳ ➭❇➵ ➚✶Ö◗➷ ➚ ➪❅➷ ➹ ➻✪➼✟➽ ➾
Ñ
➚ ➵ ➳ ➫ ➲ ➳ ➵ ➳ ➯ ➸
➺ Ô✚Õ❇➵ ➯ ➳ ➭▼➵ ➚
➨✽×❇➚ Ø▼➯ ➷ ➹
➻✽➼✟➽ ➾
➡❋➛ ❮ ➑
➞▼➛ Ð▼➱ ➛ ➧▼✃ ➛
➬❋↕❇➧ ➑ ➟ ↕ ➔ ➔ ➛ ➟
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☛✍✕✡✑☞✔ ✮❂✢☞✒ ✕☎✔ ✰✩ ✩✒ ✤
P✡◗✘❘☞◗✘P✗❙❯❚☎❱✂❲ ❳❖❱✂❨❂❩ ❬✂❭❫❪❇❴✲❬❅❵☎❛☎❜☞❜
❝✂❞✡❡❣❢❤❡✘✐✘❥❧❦☞♠☞♥ ♠✲♦q♣✡✐✘❢ r✝❦☞s❉r ❞✲❡❣t❖✉✱t✇✈✱❢❂✐②①❍❡✘③✾❦☞❢✯④⑤♥ ❥❍♣☞✐✘❢❤r ⑥ ⑦❇⑧⑨✐✘♣✡r ⑩✲❢❂❡❷❶❹❸✡⑦
r ❞✲❡❉⑥ ✐✘❸✡❡⑨⑥ ♥ ♠✲♦✾✐✘♠✡❶❏⑥ ✐✘❸☞❡✘⑥☎♣☞❢✯❦✓♣✡✐✘♦☞✐✘r ♥ ❦☞♠❏✐✓⑥ ♦✓❦☞❢❂♥ r ❞✲①❀❥✟❺❤r ❞✲❡✝❢✯❡②✐⑨❥❧❦☞♠✡♥ ♠✲♦✪♣✡✐✘❢❤r☎♥ ❥
✐✓⑥ ❥❻❦✏♣✡❡✘❢✯s ❦☞❢❂①✏❡✘❶❀⑩✡❥❧♥ ♠✡♦✏⑧✘✐✘❥❧❡✘❼❤❸✡✐✘❥❂❡✘❶❀❢✷❡✘✐⑨❥❧❦☞♠✡♥ ♠✡♦✏r ❞☞✐✘r●♥ ❥❽❶✲♥ ❥❻⑧⑨⑩✡❥❂❥❷❡✘❶✏⑥ ✐②r ❡✘❢❤❾✯❿
❝✂❞✡♥ ❥✝♣✓❢❂❦✓⑧⑨❡✘❥❧❥✝♥ ❥❽♥ ♠✘r ❡⑨❢✯✐②⑧⑨r ♥ ➀✓❡✾✐✘♠✡❶❀⑧❷✐✘♠❀❸✡❡✾♣✲❡✓❢✯s ❦☞❢❂①✏❡✘❶❀❸✲⑦❏r ❞☞❡✾❶✡❡✘➀☞❡✘⑥ ❦☞♣✲❡✓❢✯❿
➁✝❢❂♥ ❡✘s ⑥ ⑦➂r ❞✲❡➃♣✡❢✯❦✓⑧⑨❡✘❶✡⑩✡❢❂❡➂♥ ❥➄✐✘❥➄s ❦☞⑥ ⑥ ❦☞③✪❥✡➅✾r ❞✲❡➃❶✡❡✘❥❂♥ ♦☞♠➆❥❧❦✲s r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥➇✐✘❢❂❡
✐✓❥❧❥❂♥ ♦✓♠✡❡✓❶❍⑥ ✐⑨❸✡❡⑨⑥ ❥❍➈ ✉✜➉✬s❤❦☞❢✟❥❷✐✘r ♥ ❥❧s ♥ ⑧⑨❡✘❶❀✐☞♠✲❶❫➈ ➊✗➉☎s ❦☞❢✜❶✡❡✘♠✡♥ ❡⑨❶❀❶✬❡✘♣✡❡⑨♠✡❶☞♥ ♠✡♦✏❦✲♠
③✾❞✡❡✘r ❞☞❡✘❢❽r ❞☞❡❍❥❧❦☞s❤r ♦✲❦☞✐✘⑥✜❺✯③✪❞☞♥ ⑧❷❞q♣☞❡✘❢❂❞✓✐✘♣✡❥✪❢❤❡✘♣✡❢ ❡✘❥❧❡②♠✡r ❥❏✐②♠q✐⑨❢❂⑧❷❞✲♥ r ❡②⑧②r ⑩✓❢❂❡❀❦☞❢
♥ r ❥➃⑧⑨❦☞♠✡❥❧r ♥ r ⑩✲❡✘♠☞r ❾➄♥ ❥➃❥❧✐⑨r ♥ ❥❻s ♥ ⑧❷❡✘✐✘❸☞⑥ ❡➆❦☞❢➄❶☞❡✘♠☞♥ ✐②❸☞⑥ ❡❷❿❊❝✂❞☞❡✘❥❷❡✇⑥ ✐❷❸✡❡✘⑥ ❥➃✐⑨❢❂❡
❶✡❡✓⑧⑨♥ ❶✲❡✘❶➋❸✡⑦➌r ❞✲❡➍❶✡❡✘➀☞❡✓⑥ ❦✓♣✡❡⑨❢➃❸☞✐✘❥❧❡⑨❶➎❦☞♠➏✐✓➀☞✐✘♥ ⑥ ✐⑨❸✡⑥ ❡➐❡✘➀☞♥ ❶✓❡✘♠✡⑧②❡➌➑➋✐
❥❷✐✘r ♥ ❥❻s ♥ ⑧⑨❡⑨✐✘❸✡⑥ ❡✾❥⑨❦✓s❤r ♦✲❦☞✐✘⑥✂❞✡✐⑨❥✪❡②♠✲❦☞⑩✡♦☞❞✾➒❷⑩✲❥❂r ♥ s ♥ ⑧❷✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠❣r ❦❀❸✡❡✏✐✘⑧⑨⑧⑨❡✘♣✡r ✐⑨❸✡⑥ ❡✾s❤❦☞❢
r ❞✲❡✾❶✓❡✓❥❂♥ ♦✓♠❀♣✡❢✯❦✓⑧⑨❡✘❥❧❥❷➓●③❖❞☞♥ ⑥ ❡✾s ❦☞❢✂✐✾❶✲❡✘♠✡♥ ✐⑨❸✡⑥ ❡❉❥❧❦☞s r ♦☞❦☞✐✘⑥✍r ❞✡♥ ❥✝♥ ❥✝⑩✲❥❂⑩✡✐✓⑥ ⑥ ⑦✪♠✡❦☞r
r ❢❤⑩☞❡✘❿✝➔❉♠✡⑧②❡qr ❞✓❡q❶✡❡②❥❧♥ ♦✓♠❊❥❧❦✲s r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❀❞✡✐✘➀☞❡q❸✡❡②❡✘♠❊✐⑨❥❧❥❂♥ ♦✓♠✡❡✘❶❹⑥ ✐②❸✲❡✘⑥ ❥❧➓✜r ❞✲❡⑨❥❷❡
⑥ ✐②❸☞❡✘⑥ ❥→⑧⑨✐✘♠➣❸✡❡↔♣✡❢❂❦✓♣✡✐✘♦☞✐⑨r ❡②❶➃r ❦↕r ❞✲❡➂➙✪✈✱➛➜❥❷❦☞s r ♦✓❦✲✐✘⑥ ❥➝❸✡✐✘❥❧❡⑨❶➣❦☞♠➣r ❞✲❡
⑧②❦☞♠✡r ❢❤♥ ❸✲⑩☞r ♥ ❦✲♠✲❥❇❦☞s❏r ❞✡❡❹❶✡❡⑨❥❧♥ ♦☞♠➞❥❧❦☞s r ♦☞❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❣r ❦❫r ❞✲❡❫➙✪✈✱➛➟❥❧❦☞s r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❧❿❉❝✂❞✡❡
⑥ ✐②❸☞❡✘⑥✍♣✬❢✯❦✓♣✡✐✘♦☞✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠❣⑩✡♣✼r ❞✓❡❀✉●➠ ➡➃⑩✡❥❧⑩✡✐⑨⑥ ⑥ ⑦✏r ✐✘④✡❡✘❥✝♣✬⑥ ✐✘⑧⑨❡❍♥ ♠❣r ③✪❦✗❥❻r ❡❷♣✡❥✡➅✘r ❞✲❡
s❤♥ ❢✷❥❂r→❥❂r ❡②♣➋⑧⑨❦☞①❀♣✡⑩✡r ❡❷❥➣r ❞✡❡➟♥ ♠✲❶☞♥ ➀✓♥ ❶✲⑩☞✐✘⑥➞♥ ①✏♣✡✐✘⑧⑨r→❦☞s➄❡✘✐✘⑧②❞➢❥❂✐✓r ♥ ❥❧s ♥ ⑧⑨❡✘❶
♥ ♠✲r ❡✘❢❤❶✡❡✘♣☞❡✘♠✡❶✡❡⑨♠✡⑧✘⑦✗❦✲♠qr ❞✲❡✗♣✡✐✓❢ ❡✘♠✡r ➓✂✐⑨♠✡❶qr ❞✡❡❍❥❧❡✓⑧⑨❦☞♠✡❶q❥❧r ❡⑨♣q⑧⑨❦☞①❀❸✡♥ ♠✲❡✘❥✪r ❞✲❡
♥ ♠✲❶☞♥ ➀✓♥ ❶✲⑩✡✐⑨⑥❏♥ ①❍♣☞✐✘⑧⑨r ❥❇❦☞s❍✐✘⑥ ⑥✾♥ ♠✓r ❡❷❢❂❶✓❡✘♣✡❡✘♠☞❶✡❡✘♠✡⑧⑨♥ ❡✓❥q✐⑨r❏r ❞✓❡❊♣✡✐✘❢ ❡✘♠☞r✏♥ ♠✓r ❦➞✐
❥❷♥ ♠✲♦☞⑥ ❡❉⑥ ✐②❸✲❡✘⑥✍s ❦☞❢✂r ❞✲❡✾♣✡✐✘❢ ❡✘♠☞r ❿✬❝✂❞☞❡✾✐✘❢❂⑧❧❞✡♥ r ❡②⑧⑨r ⑩✓❢❂❡❖r ❞✡✐⑨r✩♣☞❢❂❦✘❶✡⑩✡⑧⑨❡✓❥✝r ❞✓❡✾①❍❦☞❥❧r
❥❷✐✘r ♥ ❥❻s ✐✘⑧②r ❦✓❢❂⑦❹⑥ ✐②❸✡❡⑨⑥ ❥❣s ❦☞❢✗r ❞✓❡❹❢❂❡⑨⑥ ❡✘➀☞✐✘♠✡r✾✐✘❶☞✐✘♣☞r ✐②❸☞♥ ⑥ ♥ r ⑦❊❥❧❦☞s❤r ♦✲❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❣♥ ❥✼r ❞✡❡✘♠
⑧②❞✡❦☞❥❧❡✘♠✡❿✗❝✂❞☞❡➄❶☞❡✘r ✐✘♥ ⑥ ❥❊❦☞sqr ❞✲♥ ❥➞♣☞❢❂❦✘⑧⑨❡✘❥❷❥➞⑧⑨✐✘♠➃❸☞❡→❥❧❡✘❡⑨♠➂♥ ♠➌➤ ➥✡➦ ❿❍✉✱❦☞①❀❡
❡✓➧✡✐✘①❍♣☞⑥ ❡❖❢❤⑩☞⑥ ❡❷❥✜✐✘❢ ❡✱➅
➨
❿➩♥ s✍✐❍❥❧❦☞s r ♦✲❦☞✐✘⑥✍♥ ❥✝⑥ ✐⑨❸✡❡⑨⑥ ❡❷❶❫➈ ✉✟➉☎✐✘♠✡❶❀♥ r ❥❉⑧②❦☞♠✡r ❢✷♥ ❸✓⑩✡r ♥ ❦✓♠❀r ❦❍♥ r ❥✝♣✡✐✘❢ ❡✘♠✡r✍♥ ❥
➫❊t❖➭✾➯➄❦☞❢✪➲✾➯❅➳✩➵➞r ❞✡❡✘♠qr ❞✲❡✼♣✡✐⑨❢✯❡②♠☞r✝❥❧❦☞s r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥❷➉ ❥❏❺❂♣☞✐⑨❢❤r ♥ ✐⑨⑥ ❾✾⑥ ✐✘❸✡❡⑨⑥✜♥ ❥
➈ ✉✜➉
➸
❿➩♥ s❖✐q♣✡✐②❢✯❡②♠☞r❽❥❷❦☞s r ♦✲❦☞✐✓⑥❉♦☞❡✘r ❥❍r ❞✓❡⑤♣✡✐⑨❢✯r ♥ ✐❷⑥✝⑥ ✐②❸☞❡✘⑥❖❦☞s❣➈ ✉✜➉✂s ❢❂❦✓①➢✐✘⑥ ⑥❽♥ r ❥
⑧⑨❞✡♥ ⑥ ❶✏❥❧❦☞s r ♦☞❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❽r ❞✡❡✘♠✾r ❞✲❡✪♣✲✐⑨❢❂❡❷♠✡r☎❥❧❦☞s r ♦✓❦✲✐✘⑥❷➉ ❥❉s ♥ ♠✲✐⑨⑥☎⑥ ✐❷❸✡❡②⑥✬♥ ❥❏➈ ✉✜➉ ❿
➺➝❞✲♥ ⑥ ❡❖③✪❡❏❞✓✐✘➀☞❡✾♠✡❦☞r✍❥✯❞✡❦☞③✪♠❀r ❞✲❡❖⑥ ✐✘❸✡❡⑨⑥ ❥✂♥ ♠✾✈✱♥ ♦☞⑩✡❢ ❡
➸
➓●♥ r✍⑧❷✐✘♠❏❸✡❡❖✐✘❥❧❥❻⑩✲①❀❡✘❶
r ❞✲✐⑨r✍✐❷⑥ ⑥✬r ❞✓❡✾❶✲❡⑨❥❷♥ ♦✓♠❀❥❧❦☞s r ♦☞❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❽❥❧✐⑨r ♥ ❥❧s ♥ ⑧❷❡✾❺ r ❞✓♥ ❥✂♥ ❥❽⑩☞❥❧⑩✡✐⑨⑥ ⑥ ⑦✪❶✲❡✘⑧②♥ ❶✲❡✘❶❀❸✲⑦❏r ❞☞❡
❶✡❡✓➀☞❡✘⑥ ❦✓♣✡❡✘❢✂❼✩♥ s✍r ❞✘❡❏❶✲❡✘❥❂♥ ♦✓♠❀❥❻❦☞s❤r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❽♣✲❦☞❥❷♥ r ♥ ➀✓❡✘⑥ ⑦✪❥❧✐✘r ♥ ❥❧s ♥ ⑧❷❡❖r ❞✲❡✘♠✏r ❞✓♥ ❥✟♥ ❥✝✐
❥❷✐✘s ❡✾✐⑨❥❧❥❧⑩✡①✏♣✡r ♥ ❦☞♠✲➻●♥ s✍r ❞✓❡✘⑦✾♠✡❡✘♦☞✐✘r ♥ ➀☞❡✘⑥ ⑦✪❥❧✐✘r ♥ ❥❻s❤♥ ⑧❷❡❖r ❞✲❡⑨♠✏r ❞✲❡❖❶✡❡✘➀☞❡✘⑥ ❦✓♣✡❡⑨❢✂⑧⑨✐✓♠
①❀✐✘④✡❡➟r ❞✓❡➟❶✡❡✘⑧⑨♥ ❥❂♥ ❦✓♠✡❾➄r ❞✓❡➟⑥ ❡⑨✐✘s→➙✪✈✱➛➼❥❷❦☞s r ♦✲❦☞✐✓⑥ ❥❻❿❊➁✝❡✘⑧⑨✐✘⑩✡❥❂❡➟❦☞s→r ❞✡❡
♣✡❢❂❡②⑧⑨❡✘❶☞♥ ♠✲♦⑤♣✡❢✯❦✓♣✡✐✘♦☞✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠❹❢❂⑩✓⑥ ❡❷❥❧➓✂✐✘⑥ ⑥✟r ❞✡❡✗❶✡❡⑨❥❧♥ ♦☞♠❹❥❧❦☞s r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❍❥❧✐⑨r ♥ ❥❻s❤♥ ⑧❷❡✼r ❞✲❡
❢❂❦✓❦☞r❅➙✾✈✱➛➄❥❧❦☞s r ♦✲❦☞✐✘⑥✂t❉❶✡✐✘♣✡r ✐✘❸☞♥ ⑥ ♥ r ⑦✱➤ ❝✂➊✪✉✱➦✜✐✘❥✪③✾❡✘⑥ ⑥ ❿✍➠ ♠❣❦☞r ❞✲❡✘❢✝③✾❦☞❢✯❶✲❥❂➓●r ❞✡❡
❶✡❡✓❥❂♥ ♦✓♠❹❡✘⑥ ❡②①❏❡✘♠✡r ❥❍♥ ♠❹✈✱♥ ♦✓⑩✡❢❤❡
➸
✐⑨❢❂❡✼✐✘❶☞✐✘♣☞r ✐②❸✲⑥ ❡✼✐⑨♠✡❶❹r ❞✡❡❣❶☞❡✘➀☞❡✘⑥ ❦✓♣✡❡✘❢✪❞☞✐✓❥
r ❞✲❡✗❢❂❡❷✐✘❥❧❦☞♠✡❥❍s❤❦☞❢✪✐✘❶✡✐⑨♣✡r ✐✘❸✡♥ ⑥ ♥ r ⑦❣❢❂❡⑨⑧②❦☞❢✯❶✲❡✘❶❹♥ ♠qr ❞✓❡❣⑧②⑥ ✐❷♥ ①➌❥❧❦☞s❤r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❻❿✜❝❅❞☞♥ ❥
✐✓⑥ ❥❻❦✏♥ ♠✲❶✡♥ ⑧⑨✐✘r ❡✘❥✝❦✡♠✡❡✾❦✲s❅r ❞✡❡❏❦✲r ❞✲❡✘❢✂✐✘❶✡➀☞✐✘♠✡r ✐✘♦☞❡✘❥✝❦✡s✩r ❞✬❡✾t✪✉✩t→✈✩❢✯✐②①❍❡✓③✪❦☞❢❂④
➑❯♥ r ❥✼♣☞❢✯❦✓⑧⑨❡✘❥❧❥✼❦☞❢✯♥ ❡✓♠☞r ✐❷r ♥ ❦☞♠✡❿❽➺➞❡⑤⑧⑨✐✘♠❊❶✡❡✘r ❡✘❢✯①✏♥ ♠✡❡qr ❞✓❡⑤❡✘➧☞r ❡②♠☞r❖r ❦⑤③✾❞✡♥ ⑧❷❞
⑧②❦✡①❍♣✡❦☞♠✡❡✘♠✡r ❥➞❥❂✐✘r ♥ ❥❻s ♥ ⑧❷❡→r ❞✲❡➄➙✾✈✱➛➢❥❧❦☞s❤r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❯❶✡⑩✡❢ ♥ ♠✲♦➂r ❞✓❡➄♣☞❢✯❦✓⑧⑨❡✘❥❷❥➞❦☞s
✐✓❢✯⑧❷❞✡♥ r ❡②⑧⑨r ⑩☞❢✯❡➽❶✡❡✘➀☞❡✘⑥ ❦✓♣✡①❍❡✘♠☞r ❿✇➺➞❡➾❶✡❦➼♠✡❦☞r➟♠✡❡✘❡✘❶➼r ❞✡❡➾⑧⑨❦☞①❀♣✡⑥ ❡❷r ❡✘❶
✐✓❢✯⑧❷❞✡♥ r ❡②⑧⑨r ⑩☞❢✯❡✼r ❦❹❡✘➀☞✐✘⑥ ⑩✲✐⑨r ❡✼♥ r ❥✏✐✓❶✡✐✘♣☞r ✐❷❸✡♥ ⑥ ♥ r ⑦②❿❉➠ s✪❶✡⑩✡❢❂♥ ♠✡♦❹r ❞☞♥ ❥✏❡✘➀☞✐✓⑥ ⑩✲✐⑨r ♥ ❦✓♠
r ❞✲❡➢❶✡❡✘➀☞❡✓⑥ ❦✓♣✡❡⑨❢➟s ♥ ♠✡❶☞❥➌✐➎⑧⑨❦☞①❍♣✡❦☞♠✡❡✘♠✡r➃r ❦➜❸✡❡➢⑩✡♠✡❥❻✐✘r ♥ ❥❧s ✐✘⑧⑨r ❦✓❢❂⑦⑨➓➂r ❞✲❡
❶✡❡✓➀☞❡✘⑥ ❦✓♣✡❡✘❢❹⑧⑨✐✓♠↕❢❤❡✘①❍❦☞➀☞❡➄r ❞✲✐✘r❣⑧⑨❦☞①❀♣✡❦☞♠✡❡✘♠✡r❣s ❢❂❦✓①➼⑧✘❦☞♠✡❥❧♥ ❶✲❡✓❢ ✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠➃✐✘♠✡❶
s❤❦✡⑧⑨⑩✡❥✝❦☞♠❀✐②♠✡❦☞r ❞✓❡✓❢✩⑧⑨❦☞①❍♣✡❦☞♠✡❡✘♠✡r✍r ❞✡✐⑨r☎♥ ❥✟♣✲❡②❢✯❞✓✐✘♣✡❥✜①❍❦☞❢❂❡✝✐✘❶✡✐⑨♣✡r ✐✘❸✡⑥ ❡✘❿
➚✝➪❂➚↔➶➝➹✝➘✜➴❍➷✩➬✱➮☞➱✷➘✏✃↕➮②➹→❐➃❒❊❮Ï❰➍Ð✗➹❽➬✱Ñ➟Ò✝➮
t❖♠●⑦❏✉✂➠ ➡➄❞✬✐✓❥✝❥⑨❡②➀☞❡✓❢✯✐②⑥✍❡②⑥ ❡✘①❀❡✘♠☞r ❥✡➅❧❥⑨❦☞s r ♦✲❦☞✐✓⑥ ❥❻➓●❶✬❡✘⑧⑨❦☞①❀♣✡❦☞❥❧♥ r ♥ ❦✓♠❀①✗❡✘r ❞✡❦☞❶✡❥❷➓
❦☞♣✡❡✓❢✯✐②r ♥ ❦✓♠✡✐✘⑥ ♥ Ó❷✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠Ô①❀❡✘r ❞✡❦☞❶✡❥❷➓Õ✐✓❢✯♦✓⑩✡①❍❡✘♠☞r ✐❷r ♥ ❦☞♠Ôr ❡✘①❍♣✡⑥ ✐✘r ❡✘❥Ö✐✘♠✡❶
⑧②❦☞❢✯❢❤❡✘⑥ ✐❷r ♥ ❦☞♠❹❢ ⑩✡⑥ ❡✘❥❂❿✜➯❅✐✓⑧⑨❞❹❦☞s❉r ❞✓❡✘❥❧❡✼✉●➠ ➡➟❡✘⑥ ❡②①❀❡✘♠☞r ❥❏⑧⑨✐✘♠❹❸☞❡❣❢❤❡✘♣☞❢✯❡②❥❂❡✘♠✲r ❡②❶
⑩✡❥❷♥ ♠✲♦❣s❤❢ ✐✘①❀❡✘❼ ⑥ ♥ ④✡❡❍♠✡❦☞r ✐⑨r ♥ ❦☞♠✲❿✩❝✂❞☞❡✘❥❧❡❀s ❢❂✐②①❍❡✘❼ ⑥ ♥ ④✓❡✼♠✡❦☞r ✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠✡❥✏⑧⑨✐✘♠❣r ❞✓❡✘♠❣❸✡❡
⑧②❦☞♠●➀✓❡✘❢✯r ❡✘❶❀♥ ♠✘r ❦❏✐✏④✬♠✡❦☞③✪⑥ ❡⑨❶✡♦☞❡✾❢✯❡②♣✲❢❂❡❷❥❧❡✘♠☞r ✐⑨r ♥ ❦✓♠❀⑥ ✐✓♠✡♦☞⑩✲✐✓♦☞❡✾❥❻⑩✡⑧⑨❞❀✐✲❥❽❝❅❡✘⑥ ❦✓❥
➤
➨❧×
➦ ❿✜❝❅❞✡❡❇✐✘❶✡➀☞✐✘♠☞r ✐②♦☞❡✘❥❀❦☞s❉❝✂❡✘⑥ ❦✓❥❍♥ ♠✡⑧⑨⑥ ⑩✲❶☞❡❣r ❢ ❡✘✐⑨r ①✏❡✘♠☞r✝❦☞s❖⑥ ♥ ♠✡④❹r ⑦②♣✡❡✘❥❍✐✘❥
❦☞❸❧➒⑨❡②⑧⑨r ➓●❡✘➧☞r ❡②♠☞❥❧♥ ❸✡♥ ⑥ ♥ r ⑦✪♥ ♠❀r ❞✬❡✾s✷❦☞❢✯①✇❦☎s✩❥⑨⑩✡♣✡♣✡❦☞❢✯r●s✷❦☞❢✜①❍❡✘r ✐✪⑧②⑥ ✐✘❥❧❥❧❡✘❥❂➓✱✐✘♠✡❶❀✐
❥❷r ❢❂❦✘♠✡♦→r ❞✲❡✘❦☞❢❂❡⑨r ♥ ⑧❷✐✘⑥✏s ❦☞⑩✡♠✡❶✡✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠➄➑→r ❡②①❀♣✡❦☞❢❂✐❧⑥❀⑧⑨✐✘⑥ ⑧⑨⑩☞⑥ ⑩✲❥q✐✘♠✡❶→Ø✝❞✡⑩☞❢✯⑧❷❞✂➉ ❥
r ⑦②♣✡❡➂r ❞✲❡✘❦☞❢❂⑦②❿❣✉✱❦☞s r ♦✲❦☞✐✓⑥ ❥➝⑧⑨✐✘♠➣❸☞❡➂➙✪✈✱➛➎❥❧❦☞s r ♦✲❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❧➓✗❦☞♣✡❡✘❢ ✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠✡✐✘⑥ ♥ Ó❷♥ ♠✲♦
❥❷❦☞s r ♦✲❦☞✐✓⑥ ❥✏❦☞❢✾⑧⑨⑥ ✐②♥ ①➍❥❧❦☞s r ♦✲❦✲✐✘⑥ ❥❻❿✜➊❉❡✓⑧⑨❦☞①❍♣✡❦☞❥❧♥ r ♥ ❦☞♠❹①❍❡✘r ❞✲❦☞❶✡❥❍⑧⑨✐✘♣☞r ⑩✓❢✯❡❀r ❞✲❡
❢❂❡②⑥ ✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠✡❥❷❞☞♥ ♣✲❥❍❸✡❡⑨r ③❖❡②❡✘♠❊⑧⑨❞✡♥ ⑥ ❶⑤✐✘♠✡❶❹♣✡✐⑨❢❂❡②♠☞r❉❥❧❦☞s❤r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❀③✾❞☞❡✘❢✯❡✼r ❞☞❡q⑧⑨❞✡♥ ⑥ ❶
✐✓♠✡❶❏♣✡✐⑨❢❂❡⑨♠✲r✬❥❷❦☞s r ♦✓❦☞✐✓⑥ ❥✟✐✘❢✯❡❉❦☞s✩r ❞✲❡❉❥❷✐✘①❍❡❖r ⑦②♣✡❡❖➑❏❡✘♥ r ❞☞❡✘❢✩➙✾✈✱➛❊❥❧❦☞s r ♦☞❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥✟❦☞❢
❶✡❡✓❥❂♥ ♦✓♠Ù❥❧❦☞s❤r ♦✲❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❧❿Ú➔❉♣✡❡✘❢❤✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠✡✐✘⑥ ♥ Ó❷✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠Ù①❍❡✘r ❞✲❦☞❶✡❥Û⑧⑨✐✘♣☞r ⑩✓❢❂❡Ûr ❞✲❡
⑧②❦☞♠✡r ❢❤♥ ❸✲⑩☞r ♥ ❦☞♠✲❥❉❦✲s✩❶☎❡✘❥❧♥ ♦☞♠❀❥⑨❦✓s r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥✝r ❦✏➙❏✈✱➛➝❥⑨❦✓s❤r ♦✲❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❧➻☎✐✲❢❤♦☞⑩✡①❀❡✘♠✡r ✐❷r ♥ ❦✓♠
r ❡②①❍♣☞⑥ ✐❷r ❡②❥➟⑧⑨✐✘♣✡r ⑩✓❢❂❡Ür ❞✡❡➋⑧⑨⑥ ✐✓♥ ①Õ❥❧❦☞s r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ❥❧➻➄✐✘♠✡❶➜⑧⑨❦☞❢❂❢❤❡⑨⑥ ✐❷r ♥ ❦☞♠➎❢✯⑩✲⑥ ❡✘❥
❢❂❡②♣☞❢❂❡⑨❥❻❡✘♠☞r➆r ❞✓❡Ï⑧⑨❦☞❢❂❢❤❡✘⑥ ✐✘r ♥ ❦☞♠✡❥❧❿➣✈✬♥ ♦✓⑩✡❢❂❡➎➥➼❶✡❡✘♣☞♥ ⑧❷r ❥➐r ❞✲❡Ïs❤❢ ✐✘①❀❡✘❼ ⑥ ♥ ④✲❡
♠✡❦☞r ✐②r ♥ ❦✓♠✡❥✝s✷❦☞❢✜✐✘♠❀➙✾✈✱➛➝❥⑨❦✓s❤r ♦✓❦☞✐✘⑥ ➓●✐✘♠❀➙❏✈●➛➝❶✲❡✓⑧⑨❦☞①❍♣✡❦☞❥❧♥ r ♥ ❦☞♠❀①❀❡✘r ❞✲❦☞❶☞➓●✐✓♠
❦✲♣✲❡✓❢✯✐②r ♥ ❦✓♠✡✐✘⑥ ♥ Ó❷✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠❀①✗❡✘r ❞✡❦☞❶❀✐✲♠✲❶❀✐✪⑧✘❦☞❢✯❢❤❡②⑥ ✐❷r ♥ ❦☞♠❀❢✷⑩✡⑥ ❡✘❿✬❝✟❞✡❡⑨❥❧❡✾s✷❢ ✐✘①❀❡✘❼ ⑥ ♥ ④✲❡
♠✡❦☞r ✐②r ♥ ❦✓♠✡❥➾⑧⑨✐✘♠Ý❸✲❡Þ⑧⑨❦☞♠✡➀☞❡✘❢❂r ❡⑨❶ß♥ ♠✡r ❦Þr ❞✓❡Þ⑧⑨❦☞❢❂❢❤❡✘❥❧♣✡❦☞♠✡❶☞♥ ♠✲♦à❝✂❡✘⑥ ❦☞❥
❶✡❡✓❥❧⑧⑨❢❂♥ ♣✡r ♥ ❦☞♠✡❥✪♥ ♠q✐❍❥❂r ❢ ✐✘♥ ♦☞❞✡r✟s❤❦☞❢✯③❖✐②❢✯❶❇①❀✐✘♠☞♠✡❡⑨❢❂❿✱❝✂❞✡❡❍❝✂❡✘⑥ ❦✓❥✾❶✡❡✘❥❧⑧⑨❢❤♥ ♣✓r ♥ ❦☞♠✡❥
⑧②✐✘♠❀r ❞✡❡✓♠❀❸✲❡✾❶✡♥ ❢ ❡✘⑧②r ⑥ ⑦✾♣☎❦☞♣✡⑩✡⑥ ✐②r ❡✘❶❀♥ ♠✏✐✾➭❏➁❽➫❯✉☎❿●➺➞❡❏⑩✬❥❂❡✘❶❀Ø❉❦☞♠✡⑧⑨❡✓♣✲r ➁❽✐⑨❥❧❡
➤ á✡➦❊s ❦☞❢❊r ❞✲❡➂➭✪➁✝➫❊✉➍✐✓♠✡❶✇Ø✝❦☞♠✡⑧⑨❡✘♣✡r ➁❽✐✘❥❻❡↔❥❷⑩✡♣☞♣✡❦☞❢✯r ❥→❝✩❡✘⑥ ❦☞❥→♠✲❦☞r ✐②r ♥ ❦✓♠✡❿




➔✾♠✡⑧⑨❡❣r ❞✲❡❣➭✾➁✟➫❊✉➝❞☞✐✘❥❏❸✡❡✘❡⑨♠❫♣✲❦☞♣✡⑩✡⑥ ✐✘r ❡✓❶❹③✪♥ r ❞⑤➀☞✐✘❢❤♥ ❦✓⑩✡❥❀✉●➠ ➡➟❡✘⑥ ❡②①❀❡⑨♠✡r ❥❧➓
s❤❦☞❢✜✐✘♠●⑦✪♠✬❡✘③↔♣✬❢❂❦✷➒❷❡✘⑧⑨r✍r ❞✡❡✾④☎♠✲❦☞③✾⑥ ❡②❶✡♦☞❡❏❸✬✐⑨❥❧❡✾❺❂➭✾➁✟❾✜⑧⑨✐✘♠❀❸✬❡❏❥⑨❡②✐⑨❢❂⑧❷❞✡❡✘❶❀s✷❦☞❢
✐✓❶✡✐✘♣☞r ✐②❸☞⑥ ❡❖✐②❢❂⑧❷❞☞♥ r ❡✘⑧⑨r ⑩✲❢❤✐✘⑥✍⑧❷❦☞♠✡❥❧r ♥ r ⑩✡❡✘♠☞r ❥❂❿●❝❅❞☞❡✾t❉✉✱t→✈●❢❂✐②①❍❡✘③✾❦☞❢❂④✏⑩✡❥❧❡⑨❥✜r ❞✲❡
♥ ❶✲❡⑨✐➎r ❞✲✐⑨r➃✐✘❶☞✐✘♣✡r ✐✘❸☞⑥ ❡➏✐⑨❢✯⑧❷❞✡♥ r ❡✘⑧⑨r ⑩✲❢ ✐✘⑥➃⑧⑨❦☞♠✡❥❧r ♥ r ⑩☞❡✘♠☞r ❥➌❞✡❡⑨⑥ ♣✲❥➐♦☞❡✘♠✡❡⑨❢❂✐❧r ❡
✐✓❶✡✐✘♣☞r ✐②❸☞⑥ ❡✾✐②❢❂⑧❷❞✡♥ r ❡✘⑧⑨r ⑩✓❢❂❡❷❥❧❿●❝✂❞☞❡✘❢❤❡✘s ❦☞❢❂❡✪❸✬⑦✏s✷♥ ❢✷❥❧r✍♣✡❦☞♣✡⑩✡⑥ ✐✘r ♥ ♠✲♦✏r ❞✬❡✾➭❏➁➞③❏♥ r ❞
✐✓❶✡✐✘♣☞r ✐②❸☞⑥ ❡❏⑧⑨❦☞♠✡❥❧r ♥ r ⑩✡❡✘♠☞r ❥❉s ❦☞❢❽❶✡♥ s s❤❡✘❢✯❡②♠☞r✂❶✡❦☞①❍✐⑨♥ ♠✲❥❂➓●♥ r✂③❖♥ ⑥ ⑥✂❸☞❡❀♣✲❦☞❥❷❥❂♥ ❸✓⑥ ❡✪r ❦
⑩✡❥❷❡➍r ❞✓❡➌➭✾➁às ❦☞❢➃❶✡❡✘➀☞❡②⑥ ❦✓♣✡♥ ♠✲♦➋✐✘❶✡✐⑨♣✡r ✐✘❸✡⑥ ❡Ü✐✘❢❂⑧❧❞✡♥ r ❡②⑧⑨r ⑩✓❢❂❡❧❥➟s ❦☞❢➃♠✡❡✘③
♣✡❢❂❦✯➒❷❡②⑧⑨r ❥✯❿●❝❅❞☞♥ ❥❽♥ ❥✝✐✘♠✡❦☞r ❞✓❡✘❢✂r ⑦✘♣✡❡✾❦✓s❅❢❤❡✘⑩✡❥❷❡✾❸✲⑩✡r✍③✝♥ r ❞✏r ❞✲❡✾♣☞❢✯❦✓➀☞♥ ❥❧❦✏r ❞☞✐✓r✬r ❞✲❡
❢❂❡②⑩☞❥❧❡✗♥ ❥❏♦☞⑩✡♥ ❶✲❡⑨❶q❸✡⑦✗✐✓❶✡✐✘♣✡r ✐②❸☞♥ ⑥ ♥ r ⑦✘❿✂î✪❥❧♥ ♠✡♦❣r ❞✓❡✼❦☞⑩✡r ♣✲⑩☞r ❥❏❦☞s✝r ❞✲❡✗➭✾➁✝➓✍r ❞✡❡
✐✓❢✯⑧❷❞✡♥ r ❡②⑧⑨r➞⑧⑨✐✘♠➐⑧⑨❢❂❡❷✐✘r ❡✇✐✘♠➐✐⑨❢✯⑧❷❞✡♥ r ❡②⑧⑨r ⑩✓❢✯❡❷❿❊❝✂❞☞❡➟✐✘❶☞✐✘♣✡r ✐✓❸☞♥ ⑥ ♥ r ⑦➟❦✡s→r ❞✲♥ ❥
✐✓❢✯⑧❷❞✡♥ r ❡②⑧⑨r ⑩☞❢✯❡❯⑧⑨✐✘♠➄✐✘♦☞✐✘♥ ♠➇❸✡❡➞r ❢❂✐②⑧⑨④✡❡✘❶➄⑩☞❥❧♥ ♠✡♦→✉✩➠ ➡✪❥❹s❂❦✘❢❇r ❞✲❡➞❺❂♣☞❦☞❥❷❥❧♥ ❸✓⑥ ⑦
♠✡❡✓③✪❾✩✐✘♣☞♣✡⑥ ♥ ⑧❷✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠✡❿
➠ ♠❀❦✲❢❂❶✲❡✘❢❅r ❦❏♣✲⑩✡r☎r ❞✲❡✾⑧❷❦☞♠✡❥❷r ♥ r ⑩☞❡✘♠☞r ❥✝❦✓❸✡r ✐⑨♥ ♠✓❡✘❶❀s ❢✯❦✓①✇r ❞☞❡✾➭✪➁➝r ❦✓♦☞❡✘r ❞✲❡②❢❅♥ ♠✓r ❦
✐✓♠➢✐⑨❢❂⑧❷❞✡♥ r ❡✘⑧⑨r ⑩✲❢❤❡➍③✾❡➆❶✡❡✓➀☞❡✘⑥ ❦✓♣✡❡✘❶➐❥❧❦☞①❍❡Ü❞✡❡✘⑩☞❢❂♥ ❥❧r ♥ ⑧❷❥➣❸✡✐⑨❥❧❡✘❶➐❦☞♠➢❦☞⑩✡❢
❡✓➧✡♣✲❡②❢✯♥ ❡✓♠✲⑧②❡✘❿✡✉✱❦☞①❍❡✾❦☞s✩r ❞✓❡✘❥❧❡❖✐⑨❢❂❡☎➅
➨
❿➩❸✡✐✘❥❷❡⑨❶❀❦✓♠❀r ❞✲❡❖❥❧♣✡❡✘⑧⑨♥ s ♥ ⑧❷✐⑨r ♥ ❦☞♠✡❥✷ï✂❦☞s✩r ❞✲❡✾⑧❷❦☞♠✡❥❷r ♥ r ⑩✓❡✘♠✡r ❥❉❢ ❡✘r ❢❂♥ ❡✘➀☞❡✘❶❀s ❢✯❦✓①
r ❞✲❡❍④✡♠✡❦☞③✾⑥ ❡❷❶✡♦☞❡❍❸✡✐✘❥❷❡❍♥ ♠❣r ❞✓❡❀✐✘❢✯⑧❷❞✡♥ r ❡②⑧⑨r ⑩☞❢✯❡✏❢❤❡✘♣✡❦☞❥❧♥ r ❦✓❢❂⑦❍⑧②❞●❦✘❦✲❥❧❡❍r ❞✲❡
⑧⑨❦✲♠✲❥❷r ♥ r ⑩✓❡✘♠✡r ❥❇③✪❞✡❦☞❥❧❡❫❥❧♣✡❡✘⑧⑨♥ s ♥ ⑧❷✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠✡❥❇❥❧⑩☞♥ r✪r ❞✡❡❹✐✓♣✲♣✲⑥ ♥ ⑧⑨✐✘r ♥ ❦☞♠➝❸✲❡②♥ ♠✲♦
❶✡❡✘➀☞❡✘⑥ ❦✓♣✡❡✘❶
ð
➺➞❡✾⑩☞❥❧❡✘❶✾r ❞✲❡❖➊✪♥ ❥❧Ø❽❦✏❺ ❥❧❞✡❦☞❢❂r✬s ❦☞❢✂➊✪♥ ❥❧r ❢❂♥ ❸✡⑩✡r ❡✘❶✏Ø❽❦☞❦☞♣✡❡✘❢❂✐⑨r ♥ ❦✓♠✡❾✾➤ ñ✡➦
❥❷♣✡❡✘⑧⑨♥ s ♥ ⑧❷✐✘r ♥ ❦✓♠✏⑥ ✐②♠✡♦☞⑩✡✐✘♦☞❡✾s ❦☞❢✩❢❂❡⑨⑧⑨❦✲❢✯❶✲♥ ♠✲♦✾❥❧♣✡❡✘⑧⑨♥ s ♥ ⑧❷✐②r ♥ ❦☞♠✡❥❽❦✓s✩✐✘❢❂⑧❧❞✡♥ r ❡②⑧②r ⑩✓❢❂✐❧⑥
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❵✬➃✡❵✾➫ ❫ ❵☎♣✑❵✙❴ ❪✎❡✾❴✂❴ ❪✮❵✬❣✦❵✾❵✾❢✑➃✡❡✾❭✣➨◆⑦✡❩✲✐✾♣✑❫ ❢✮❵✾t❹❡✬♣✑❡✎➫ ❛✎❡✾➃✑➫ ❵✬❐✾❩ ❵✾❡✣➫ ❫ ❴ ➲










q✂s✬❣ ✐✑❩✙t✒✐✑❣ ❴ ②♠❡✾❩ ❵⑨t✽➲✾t✒❴ ❵☎⑥❘t✲➈❘Ö ❞④✐✑❩✈❢✮❵✾❩❤❴ ✐➇❢✡❵✾♣✑❵✾➫ ✐✎⑦④❡✣❞④❡✾❢✑❡✾⑦✑❴ ❡☎➃✑➫ ❵
t✽✐✑❣ ❴ ②♠❡✾❩✲❵✂t✒➲✾t✒❴ ❵☎⑥➅❫ ❴ t➯t✒✐✑❣ ❴ ②♠❡✾❩ ❵❬❡✾❩✲❭✒❪✡❫ ❴ ❵☎❭✣❴ ❛✎❩✲❵✂t✒❪✡✐✑❛✡➫ ❢✛❫ ❴ t✒❵✣➫ ❣✟➃✮❵♠❡☎❢✑❡✾⑦✑❴ ❡✾➃✑➫ ❵
❫ ❞➄❴ ❪✮❵❬❣✔❫ ❩✲t✈❴➐⑦✑➫ ❡☎❭✣❵✣➈✝×✥✐✑②♠❵✾♣✑❵✎❩✈➼✮❴ ❪✑❵✾❩✦❵❱❡☎❩✲❵➆♣✮❵✾❩✲➲♠❣✦❵✾②➍t✣➲✾t✒❴ ❵☎⑥❘❡✾❴ ❫ ❭❬⑥❹❵✣❴ ❪✮✐✑❢✡t
❴ ✐✥❢✕❵✾♣✑❵✎➫ ✐✎⑦❘❡✮❢✑❡✾⑦✑❴ ❡☎➃✑➫ ❵♠t✒✐✑❣ ❴ ②❬❡✾❩✲❵♠❡☎❩✲❭✽❪✡❫ ❴ ❵✾❭✣❴ ❛✎❩✲❵☎t✲➈✝Ö ❞❘❴ ❪✕❫ t✂⑦✮❡✾⑦✡❵✣❩❃②♠❵❱❪✡❡✾♣✑❵
⑦✡❩✲❵✽t✒❵✾❞✑❴ ❵✾❢❘❴ ❪✾❵✥❨♠❢✡❡✾⑦✡❴ ❡✽➃✡➫ ❵❱❧➐✐✑❣ ❴ ②❬❡✾❩✲❵♠❨♠❩✈❭✽❪✡❫ ❴ ❵✾❭✣❴ ❛✑❩✈❵♠♥✲❨➆❧✢❨❬s
✉
❩✲❡☎⑥➄❵✾②❱✐✑❩✈➨
Ø Ù✡Ù✡Ú❑❴ ❪✮❡✾❴➯❪✑❵✎➫ ⑦✎t✥❴ ✐☞❝✑❵✾❞✡❵✾❩✲❡✽❴ ❵➄❡✾❢✡❡✾⑦✑❴ ❡✽➃✡➫ ❵❹t✒✐✑❣✦❴ ②♠❡✾❩✈❵❘❡☎❩✈❭✽❪✡❫ ❴ ❵☎❭✣❴ ❛✎❩✲❵✽t✥❛✡t➩❫ ❞✮❝
❫ ❞✮❴ ❵✾➫ ➫ ❫ ❝✎❵✾❞✡❴❤❴ ❵✾❭✣❪✡❞✡❫
➻
❛✡❵✾t✕➾❑⑦✡❩✲✐✾♣✑❫ ❢✡❵✾t➵❭✣❡✾⑦✡❡✾➃✡❫ ➫ ❫ ❴ ➲➍❣ ✐✑❩♦❩✲❵☎⑦✮❩✲❵☎t✲❵✾❞✑❴ ❫ ❞✡❝④❡✾❞✡❢
❩✲❵☎❡✣t✒✐✑❞✡❫ ❞✡❝✬❡✾➃✡✐✑❛✡❴❑t✽✐✑❣ ❴ ②♠❡✾❩✲❵❹❡✎❩ ❴ ❫ ❣ ❡✾❭✣❴ t➄❩✲❵
➻
❛✡❫ ❩✲❵✣❢✏❴ ✐➸❝✑❵✾❞✡❵✾❩✲❡✽❴ ❵❤❡✾❢✑❡✾⑦✑❴ ❡☎➃✑➫ ❵
❡✎❩✈❭✽❪✡❫ ❴ ❵☎❭✣❴ ❛✑❩✈❵☎t✲➼✂⑦✑❩✈✐✎♣✑❫ ❢✮❵✎t❹❡✾➃✑❫ ➫ ❫ ❴ ➲➸❴ ✐✏❭✎✐✑❞✝♣✾❵✎❩✈❴✂❴ ❪✎❵✬❩ ❵✎⑦✮❩✦❵✾t✒❵✣❞✡❴ ❡✾❴ ❫ ✐✎❞✡t❹❫ ❞✎❴ ✐
❣✦❩✲❡✣⑥❘❵✾➽ ➫ ❫ ➨✡❵➹❞✡✐✑❴ ❡☎❴ ❫ ✐✎❞✡t③❴ ❪✎❡✾❴④❭✣❡✾❞Û➃✮❵➷❭✣❡✾⑦✡❴ ❛✎❩✈❵☎❢Û➃✮➲➷❡➷➨✡❞✝✐✾②❱➫ ❵☎❢✡❝✑❵
❩✲❵☎⑦✑❩✲❵✣t➩❵✾❞✑❴ ❡✽❴ ❫ ✐✑❞❘➫ ❡☎❞✡❝✑❛✡❡✾❝✑❵❱❭✾❡✾➫ ➫ ❵✾❢❘❴ ❪✑❵♠❥➯❵✣➫ ✐✎t❘Ø✔Ü✒Ý✡Ú✗❫ ❞❘❡❱t➩❴ ❩ ❡✾❫ ❝✑❪✡❴ ➽ ❣✦✐✑❩✈②♠❡✾❩✈❢
⑥❘❡✾❞✡❞✡❵✣❩✲➼❙❡✣➫ ➫ ✐✑②❱t➄❣ ✐✑❩❱t✒❴ ✐✎❩✲❫ ❞✡❝✬❴ ❪✮❵❤❥❙❵✣➫ ✐✎t❘❩✈❵☎⑦✑❩✲❵✽t✒❵✾❞✑❴ ❡✽❴ ❫ ✐✑❞✡t✛❫ ❞✙❡➸➮♠➱✂r◆❧
❭☎❡✾➫ ➫ ❵✾❢✪Þ✂✐✑❞✡❭✣❵✾⑦✡❴ ➱❑❡✣t✒❵ßØ à✡Ú ➼➳❡✾❞✡❢Û❛✡t✲❵✾t❿❭✣❡✣t✒❵✾➽✦➃✡❡✾t✲❵✾❢Û❩✈❵✽❡✾t✒✐✑❞✡❫ ❞✡❝✪❣ ✐✑❩
t✽❵✾❡✣❩✲❭✒❪✡❫ ❞✮❝á❴ ❪✎❵ât➩❴ ✐✎❩✲❵☎❢á❡✾❢✑❡✾⑦✑❴ ❡☎➃✑➫ ❵ã❡✾❩✲❭✽❪✮❫ ❴ ❵☎❭☎❴ ❛✡❩✲❡✽➫ä❭☎✐✑❞✡t✒❴ ❫ ❴ ❛✡❵✾❞✑❴ t
♥✲❭✽✐✑⑥➄⑦✝✐✎❞✡❵✾❞✡❴ t✈➼å❭☎✐✑❞✡❞✡❵✾❭✣❴ ❫ ✐✑❞✡t✲➼å⑦✑❡✾❴ ❴ ❵✽❩✲❞✮t✲➼➪❭✣✐✑❞✡t✒❴ ❩ ❡✾❫ ❞✡❴ t✒➼➹t✽❴ ➲☎➫ ❵☎tß❡✾❞✡❢
❩✲❡☎❴ ❫ ✐✎❞✡❡✾➫ ❵✾t➩s♠❣✦❩✈✐✎⑥❿❴ ❪✮❵❹➮❱➱❑ræ❧✕➈❃❥✟❪✡❵❤❨❬❧✢❨
✉
❩✲❡☎⑥➄❵✾②❱✐✑❩✈➨✙②❱❡✾t✥♣✑❡✾➫ ❫ ❢✡❡✣❴ ❵☎❢
➃✡➲❱❫ ⑥➄⑦✡➫ ❵☎⑥❘❵✾❞✑❴ ❫ ❞✡❝♠❡❬t✒❛✡⑦✡⑦✡✐✑❩✈❴ ❫ ❞✡❝♠❴ ✐✮✐✑➫✩❭✣❡✾➫ ➫ ❵✾❢✥❴ ❪✎❵➆❨❬❧✟❨➇❨➆t✒t✒❫ t✒❴ ❡✽❞✡❴ ➼✮❛✡t➩❫ ❞✮❝
❴ ❪✮❵➶❨➆t✒t✽❫ t✈❴ ❡✣❞✡❴➵❫ ❞➬❢✡❵✾♣✑❵✣➫ ✐✎⑦✡❫ ❞✮❝➬❡✾❢✑❡✎⑦✡❴ ❡✾➃✑➫ ❵➣❡✾❩✲❭✽❪✑❫ ❴ ❵✾❭✣❴ ❛✡❩✦❵✾t⑤❣ ✐✑❩➳❴ ❪✮❩✦❵✾❵
t✽➲✾t✒❴ ❵☎⑥❘t✒➼✕❡☎❞✡❢✛✐✑➃✮❴ ❡✽❫ ❞✎❫ ❞✮❝✛❣ ❵✾❵✾❢✑➃✡❡✾❭✣➨❘❣ ❩✲✐✾⑥①❢✮✐✑⑥❘❡✾❫ ❞✛❵✾➭✡⑦✡❵✣❩ ❴ t✲➈
❥❙❪✡❵✾❩✦❵❱❫ t➯t➩❴ ❫ ➫ ➫✕⑥❹❛✡❭✣❪❘②✥✐✑❩✲➨✛➫ ❵✣❣ ❴✝❴ ✐✥➃✕❵❱❢✡✐✑❞✡❵❱ç➄❴ ❪✑❵❱❢✡❩ ❡✾②❱➃✡❡✾❭✣➨✡t❃❫ ❞✮❢✡❫ ❭✽❡☎❴ ❵☎❢
➃✡➲✙❴ ❪✮❵✬❢✡✐✑⑥❘❡✾❫ ❞✏❵✾➭✡⑦✑❵✾❩✦❴ t❹❞✑❵✾❵✾❢✑t❹❴ ✐♦➃✡❵❤⑦✡❛✡❴❑❩✦❫ ❝✎❪✡❴ ➼➯❴ ❪✑❵✬❨➆❧✢❨è❨❬t✒t✒❫ t✒❴ ❡✽❞✡❴
❞✡❵✎❵✾❢✑t✂⑥➄✐✑❢✡❫ ❣ ❫ ❭✽❡✾❴ ❫ ✐✑❞❘❣ ✐✑❩✗❢✢➲✣❞✡❡✾⑥❘❫ ❭➆❭✾❡✾t✒❵✾➽✦➃✡❡✾t✒❵❱❛✑⑦✮❢✡❡☎❴ ❫ ❞✡❝✛♥✔❛✡⑦✡✐✑❞❘❭✣❪✡❡✾❞✡❝✑❵✾t
❴ ✐①❴ ❪✮❵➅➮♠➱❃s✲➼☞❡✾⑦✡⑦✑➫ ➲☎❫ ❞✮❝⑤❴ ❪✡❵é❨❬❧✢❨
✉
❩✲❡✣⑥❘❵✾②❱✐✑❩✈➨➣❫ ❞➣⑥➄✐✑❩✲❵➳t✒➲✎t✒❴ ❵☎⑥❘t✒➼
⑦✡❩✲✐✎♣✑❫ ❢✮❫ ❞✡❝❤❴ ✐✎✐✑➫❃t✒❛✡⑦✑⑦✡✐✑❩✲❴❙❣ ✐✑❩❬❧✢✐✑❣ ❴ ❝✑✐✑❡✾➫➯Ö ❞✡❴ ❵☎❩✲❢✑❵✎⑦✑❵✾❞✡❢✑❵✾❞✡❭✣➲❹ê❱❩✲❡✣⑦✡❪✬♥✲❧✩Ö ê♠s
❢✡❵✎♣✑❵✾➫ ✐✎⑦✡⑥❘❵✾❞✡❴ ➼❹❡✾❞✡❢➅❡✣❩✲❭✽❪✡❫ ❴ ❵✾❭✣❴ ❛✎❩✲❡☎➫❤♣✑❵✾❩✦❫ ❣ ❫ ❭✽❡✾❴ ❫ ✐✎❞⑤❡✣❴❤❴ ❪✮❵➳t✽⑦✑❵✾❭✣❫ ❣ ❫ ❭✽❡✾❴ ❫ ✐✎❞
➫ ❵☎♣✑❵✾➫❃♥✈❛✎t✒❫ ❞✡❝✬❦➆❫ t➩Þ✂✐✬❨➆❞✡❫ ⑥✛❡✾❴ ✐✎❩❤Ø ë✡Ú ➼❃❣ ✐✑❩♠❵☎➭✮❡✎⑥➄⑦✑➫ ❵✣s✈➈➯➴➆❴ ❪✑❵✾❩➆❫ ❞✎❴ ❵✽❩✲❵☎t✲❴ ❫ ❞✮❝
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✚☎✁☎✙ ☞✑✆✞✆❀✄ ✒❑✄ ✆❀✆✛✒✞☛✌✄ ✏✎✒✌✙ ❁◆✁☎☞✑✏✑☞✑✆✞✆✌ ❆☛✞❁▲✄ ✁❃✡✂☛❅★✽☞✎☛❋✒✌✡✜☛✌☞✑✫✪ ✂✄ ☛❀✒✌✹☎☞❍✄ ✁✽✼
✏✑✡✥✁☎✆✞✄ ✆✛✒✌☞✑✁☎✏✎❁✻✏✕ ✂✚☎✆✞☞✕★✻✢✓❁▲✒✌✹☎☞❘✁☎☞✎●❩✢✤☞✑✙ ✄ ☞✎❇▼✔
❞
✁✻✡✥✚✽☛❍✏✕ ✂✆✞☞✥❜⑧●✺☞
☞✎✾✿✒✌☞✑✁✪★✜✒✌✹☎✄ ✆✸ ❊✢☎✄ ✒✺❇❈✚✽☛✞✒✌✹☎☞✎☛✺✆✞✄ ✁☎✏✑☞❑●✺☞❑✹✪ ✕✦✧☞❀✆✞☞✑✦✧☞✎☛❅ ✂✙✤✙ ☞✑✦✧☞✑✙ ✆✸✡✂❇
✫✽☛✌✄ ✡✂☛✌✄ ✒▼❁✓✔✰❨❂☞❄✆✛✒❅ ❆✒✌☞❄✄ ✒❉ ✂✆❘❇❈✡✥✙ ✙ ✡✕●❋✆✑❫
t
✄ ✁✽❇❈✡✂☛✌✝❉ ❆✒✌✄ ✡✥✁✮✆✞✹☎✡✥✚☎✙ ★
✁☎✡✂✒❑✢✤☞❍✙ ✡✥✆✛✒❑✚☎✁☎✙ ☞✑✆✞✆❀✄ ✒❀✏✕ ✂✚☎✆✞☞✑✆❑✄ ✁☎✏✑✡✥✁☎✆✞✄ ✆✛✒✌☞✑✁☎✏✎❁◆●❋✄ ✒✌✹▲✄ ✁✽❇❈✡✂☛✌✝✜✼
 ❆✒✌✄ ✡✥✁✻✏✑✡✥✁✿✦✧☞✎❁✓☞✕★◆✢✓❁◆✆✞☞✑✁✓✒✌☞✑✁☎✏✑☞✑✆❋●❋✄ ✒✌✹❃✹☎✄ ✯✥✹☎☞✎☛❑✫✽☛✌✄ ✡✂☛✌✄ ✒▼❁✽✈✽✔❀✖❀✆
 ✰☛✌☞✑✆✞✚☎✙ ✒✕❜✺●❋✹☎☞✑✁❪ ✗✏✑✙ ✚☎✆✛✒✌☞✎☛❉✄ ✆❉✫✽☛✌✡❆✦✿✄ ★✽☞✕★✣●❋✄ ✒✌✹❪✁☎✡✰☛✌☞✑✙  ❆✒✌✄ ✦✧☞
✫✽☛✌✄ ✡✂☛✌✄ ✒▼❁✟✢✤☞✎✒▼●✺☞✑☞✑✁✟✆✞☞✑✁✓✒✌☞✑✁☎✏✑☞✑✆✑❜✓✒✌✹☎☞❋✝✟☞✑✏❅✹✪ ✂✁☎✄ ✆✞✝⑨✏✑✡✥✝✟✫☎✚✽✒✌☞✑✆❖ 
✆✞☞✑✁✓✒✌☞✑✁☎✏✑☞✜●❋✹☎✡✥✆✞☞❉✝✟✡✿★✽☞✑✙ ✆❊ ❆☛✌☞✟✙ ✡✥✯✥✄ ✏✕ ✂✙ ✙ ❁✣☞✕◗✓✚☎✄ ✦✥ ✂✙ ☞✑✁✓✒❍✒✌✡◆✒✌✹☎☞




✄ ✁◆✒✌✹☎☞❍✢✪ ✂✆✞☞❊ ❆☛✌☞❊✙ ✄ ✁☎☞✕ ❆☛✌✙ ❁▲✫✽☛✌✄ ✡✂☛✌✄ ✒✌✄ ✆✞☞✕★⑧❜☎✒✌✹☎☞❍✝✟☞✑✏❅✹✪ ✂✁☎✄ ✆✞✝✘✢✤☞✎✼
✹✪ ✕✦✧☞✑✆❱✄ ✁❘ ✸●✸ ✑❁❍✆✞✄ ✝✟✄ ✙  ❆☛s✒✌✡❀✳❑☞✑✢✤☞✑✙♣③ ✆✺✐ ❴❈❤⑧r✞q✂♥❳♠✪♥❅❴❧❣✂♥❅❴♣♦❈❴❈❦✑r✞❷❊❸❅r✎✐ ❴❹r♣❺
❸✌q✂❦✑r❅❦❅❻❘❼ ❽✑❾✂❿❧✔
➀❘➁✽➂✓➃ ➄⑧➃ ➅✤➃ ➆❳➄
❽✥✔❑➇➈✙  ✂✢✤☞✑✙ ✙ ☞✕★➉✢✤☞✑✙ ✄ ☞✎❇❄✢✪ ✂✆✞☞⑨➊♣➋❱➌✺➌❲❵❪❴❈❦❂q
♦❈❥❆♠✤✐ r◆➍➏➎➈➐❧➑▲➒✑➓❍➒❅➔✤→❅➣✴↔P⑤☎r❅♥✌r✜➑⑦❴❈❦❄q✻❦✑r✎♦❊❣✞❺❉✐ q✧❸❅r✎✐ ❦✌➣✴➓②❴❈❦
q✩➊ ♠✽q✂♥✎♦❈❴❧q✥✐ ❵✜♠✪♥✌r✎↕▼❣✂♥✞❷✓r❅♥❃❣✂❤✗➑➙q✂❤✤❷▲➔❚q✂❦✌❦✌❴ ⑥✂❤☎❦▲r✎✐ r❅④❉r❅❤✪♦❈❦❄❣✞❺
➑➛♦❧❣✟❦✑r❅❤✪♦❹r❅❤✤❢❅r❅❦✠❣✞❺✴♦ ⑤☎r❊✐ q✂❤✿⑥✂❥☎q✕⑥✓r✕➜
➀❘➁✽➂✓➃ ➄⑧➃ ➅✤➃ ➆❳➄➞➝
✔❑➇❩✆✛✒✞☛✌✚☎✏✎✒✌✚✽☛✌☞✕★✻✏✑✙ ✚☎✆✛✒✌☞✎☛❉❴❈❦✜q▲♦❈❥❆♠✤✐ r❊➟✲➎
➐❈➠P➒✑➡❍➒✛➢☎→❋↔P⑤☎r❅♥✌r✺➠✣❴❈❦❑q✠❦✑r✎♦❖❣✞❺❀✐ q✧❸❅r✎✐ ❦✌➣P➡❩❴❈❦❑q◆➊ ♠✽q✂♥✎♦❈❴❧q✥✐ ❵❋♠✪♥✌r✎↕
❣✂♥✞❷✓r❅♥❘❣✂❤✜➠❪q✂❤✤❷✴➢✻❴❈❦✴q❋❺✌❥✿❤✤❢✑♦❈❴❧❣✂❤✰q✂❦✌❦✌❴ ⑥✂❤☎❴❈❤✿⑥❄r✎✐ r❅④❉r❅❤✪♦❈❦❍❣✞❺❖➠
♦❧❣◆r❅❴♣♦ ⑤☎r❅♥✠q✟❦✑r❅❤✪♦❹r❅❤✤❢❅r❅➤✸q✜➋❱➌✺➌➉❣✂♥❘q✂❤✤❣✥♦ ⑤☎r❅♥✠❢✑✐ ❥✿❦❅♦❹r❅♥✕➜
❻
❞
✁◆✡✥✚✽☛❋✏✕ ✂✆✞☞✥❜✤ ✠✢✤☞✑✙ ✄ ☞✎❇❲✢✪ ✂✆✞☞❍✄ ✆❀ ✠✫✪ ❆☛✞✒✌✄  ✂✙❱✆✞✫✤☞✑✏✑✄ ✬✪✏✕ ❆✒✌✄ ✡✥✁❳✔
➀❘➁✽➂✓➃ ➄⑧➃ ➅✤➃ ➆❳➄❩➥
✔❉➦❳⑤☎r✸✐ r❅❛✥r✎✐☎❣✞❺✺q✺♠✪♥✞❣❅♠✽❣✂❦✌❴♣♦❈❴❧❣✂❤✤q✥✐☎✐ ❣✌⑥✂❴❧❢❱❺✎❣✂♥✎↕
④✠❥✽✐ q❀❴❈❦❱➧✪➜✶➋❱r✎♦✽➟❂➎➉➐❈➠P➒✑➡❍➒▼➢☎→✺❸❅r✸q✴❢✑✐ ❥✿❦❅♦❹r❅♥✕➜❘➦❳⑤☎r✺✐ r❅❛✥r✎✐✽❣✞❺❱➟✺➣
❴❈❤❃❦✌➨✂④✟❸✌❣✥✐ ❦✸✙ ☞✑✦✧☞✑✙❹⑩❧➟✶❶❑❴❈❦❍❷✓r♣➩P❤⑧r✞❷❉♥✌r✞❢✎❥✿♥❅❦✌❴❈❛✥r✎✐ ➨◆q✂❦✸✙ ☞✑✦✧☞✑✙❧⑩❧➟✶❶❲➎
④✟q✕➫✕➭♣➯✥➲✽➳✕✙ ☞✑✦✧☞✑✙❹⑩❈➢⑧⑩♣➵✛❶✞❶✞➸✶➺✭❽✿➜
✷✺✹✿✚☎✆✑❜✿ ❍✏✑✙ ✚☎✆✛✒✌☞✎☛✶✡✂❇❳✙ ☞✑✦✧☞✑✙❱❽❀✄ ✆❱➻▼✚☎✆✛✒✺ ❍✙  ✂✢✤☞✑✙ ✙ ☞✕★✟✢✤☞✑✙ ✄ ☞✎❇❱✢✪ ✂✆✞☞
 ✂✆❀★✽☞✎✬✪✁☎☞✕★❄✫✽☛✌☞✑✦✿✄ ✡✥✚☎✆✞✙ ❁✓✔





❸✎➨✩q✂❦✌❦✎❣✕❢✎❴❧q✥♦❈❴❈❤✿⑥✣♥✞❣✂↔❲❦❃❣✞❺◆♦ ⑤☎r❃④✟q✥♦❈♥❅❴ ➫❂↔❲❴♣♦ ⑤✮✐ ❣✌⑥✂❴❧❢✌q✥✐❈✐ ➨✮r✞➶✎❥✿❴♣↕
❛✂q✥✐ r❅❤✪♦❑❺✎❣✂♥❅④✠❥✽✐ q✂❦✰❴❈❤❚➹❑➘❀➴②❣✞❺❂r✞q✧❢❅⑤❚❦✑r❅❤✪♦❹r❅❤✤❢❅r✣↔P⑤☎r❅♥✌r❂♦ ⑤☎r
❢✌❣✥✐ ❥✿④✠❤☎❦✴q✂♥✌r❍♦ ⑤☎r❍❷✂❴❈❦ ➷❅❥✿❤✤❢✑♦❈❦❑❴❈❤▲♦ ⑤✽❣✂❦✑r❍❦✑r❅❤✪♦❹r❅❤✤❢❅r❅❦✑➜✺➬➱➮❩↔❲❴♣✐❈✐
❷✓r❅❤✤❣✥♦❹r✠q❄❢❅⑤✽❣✂❦✑r❅❤✰④✟q✥♦❈♥❅❴ ➫✟♥✌r❹♠✪♥✌r❅❦✑r❅❤✪♦❧q✥♦❈❴❧❣✂❤✩❣✞❺✸➼✩➜





✳❑✡✂✒✌☞❊✒✌✹✪ ❆✒✴ ✟✯✥✄ ✦✧☞✑✁✻✫✪ ❆✒✌✹✻✏✑✡✥✁✓✒❅ ✂✄ ✁☎✆❑☞✎✾☎ ✂✏✎✒✌✙ ❁❃✡✥✁☎☞❉♥✌r❹♠✪♥✌r❅❦❅↕
r❅❤✪♦❧q✥♦❈❴❈❛✥r❉★✽✄ ✆♣➻▼✚☎✁☎✏✎✒❄✡✂❇❍☞✕ ✂✏❅✹✭✆✞☞✑✁✓✒✌☞✑✁☎✏✑☞❃✄ ✁✮✒✌✹☎☞❃✢✤☞✑✙ ✄ ☞✎❇❍✢✪ ✂✆✞☞✥✔
✖❀✙ ✆✞✡✽❜❳✒✌✹☎☞✠✡✂☛❅★✽☞✎☛❍✄ ✁✰●❋✹☎✄ ✏❅✹✻✒✌✹☎☞✠✆✞☞✑✁✓✒✌☞✑✁☎✏✑☞✑✆❍ ❆☛✌☞✜✙  ✂✄ ★✰✡✥✚✽✒❍✄ ✁
✒✌✹☎☞❉✝❉ ❆✒✞☛✌✄ ✾❂✄ ✆✠✄ ☛✞☛✌☞✑✙ ☞✑✦✥ ✂✁✓✒✕❜✶ ✂✁✪★❂✆✞✡✻✄ ✆✠✒✌✹☎☞❄★✽✄ ✆✛✒✞☛✌✄ ✢☎✚✽✒✌✄ ✡✥✁✣✡✂❇
★✽✄ ✆♣➻▼✚☎✁☎✏✎✒✌✆❋✡✂❇❲ ✠✯✥✄ ✦✧☞✑✁▲✆✞☞✑✁✓✒✌☞✑✁☎✏✑☞✴✄ ✁❃ ❘☛✌✡✕●❚✡✂❇P✒✌✹☎☞✴✝❉ ❆✒✞☛✌✄ ✾⑧✔






✙ ✒✌✄ ✝❉ ❆✒✌☞✑✙ ❁❑●❋✹✪ ❆✒❱●✺☞❖●✸ ✂✁✓✒s✄ ✆❳✒✌✡❀✏✑✡✥✝✟✫✪ ❆☛✌☞P✒✌✹☎☞❖✢✤☞✑✆✛✒s✏✑✡✥✝✜✼
✢☎✄ ✁✪ ❆✒✌✄ ✡✥✁☎✆◆✡✂❇✠✆✞☞✑✁✓✒✌☞✑✁☎✏✑☞✑✆◆✄ ✁❚ ✩✢✤☞✑✙ ✄ ☞✎❇✠✢✪ ✂✆✞☞✰✦✧☞✎☛✌✄ ❇ ❁✽✄ ✁☎✯✮✫✽☛✌✄ ✼
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3. THE LIGHT CONTROL EXAMPLE
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❸❉r✉❡ ⑧ ❜✠➀♥④ q②❫✌❼✽s ❨ ❴❏❥✶❩✣s ❪✏t✶❪✌s✢❨ ❳☞❴❏❯❲❪✩❫✧❩❲❪✌❯✍❱❏❯✣❪✌➂❉❤②❫▲s✙❩❲❱◗❩❲❥✢❪
❭✻❫✧➇✙❨ ❭✐❤✢❭➁s ❤✢❭❙❨ ❬✢❱❏❳❲❨ ❩❢❼❶❫▲❧➄❥✢❨ ❪✏t❏❫▲❻✢s ❪✖❻✶❼⑤❩❲❥✢❪
❱▲❦❙❧✌❪❶s ❨ ❴❏❥✶❩❲❳✱➅ ⑧ ❜✠➀♥④❏➆





➏❲➐➒➑✙➓❄➔✇→➄➣✌➓✡↔✠↕②➙❄➛⑤➜✻➝▲➑✙➐♥→✏➞ ↔❄➜✧➔✐➣✌➟✡➠✶➣✽➣✌➟♥➜✻➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✐➝▲➑✙➐②➣✏➔✌➑✙➡✦→➄↕❄→➄➤
➣✌➜▲➥➦→✏➟♥➑✙➓♥➡ ↔⑥→✌➠✶➣✌➞ →➄➧ ↕⑥➣❲➛⑤➑✐➣❲↕❄➨☞➜▲→✦➑❉➧✣➨❄➔✌➑✙➨☞➜✧➔✏➣✌➞ ➜▲→▲➩◗➫✧➭✏➯▲➲✧➳❋➵⑤➨❄➔✌➑✙➨❄➤
➜✧➔✏➣✌➞ ➜▲→✭➠❉➐✡↔➃➲✏➸✌➺❉➻☞➺❉➼❆➵⑤➨❄➔✌➑✙➨☞➜✧➔✏➣✌➞ ➜▲→▲➽✭➾⑤➟♥➜✮➧❋➑✙➡ ➡ ➑❏➛✱➞ ➐♥➢✻➠✶➔✌➜⑤→✌➠✶➧❋➜✧➣❲↕
➨❄➔✌➑✙➨☞➜✧➔✏➣✌➞ ➜▲→▲➩✽➚ ➪✱➣✌➟♥➜❙➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✌→✽➠✶➔✌➜✻➐♥➑❉➣✽➑❉➶❁➞ ➐➃➣✌➟♥➜✻↔❄➜✧➧❢➠❉➓♥➡ ➣✽➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣
→✏➝▲➜▲➐♥➜✙➹✍➚❋➚ ➪❶➞ ➧✎➣✌➟♥➜✽➘♥➔✌➜✇➠❉➡ ➠✶➔✌➥➷➴❢➬❄➮ ➬✠➱❉✃◆❐✖➞ →⑤➣✏➔✌➞ ➢✙➢✙➜✧➔✌➜❏↔✣➙❄➣✌➟♥➜✇↔❄➜✧➤
➧❢➠❉➓♥➡ ➣✐➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✐→✏➝▲➜▲➐♥➜❙➥❆➓♥→➄➣✱❒☞➜❙➜▲→➄➣✩➠❉❒♥➡ ➞ →✏➟♥➜❏↔➒➞ ➐➍➠❉➡ ➡✎➑❉❮✛➝▲➜▲→▲➹✣➠❉➐✡↔
➚❋➚❋➚ ➪✇❰✍Ï✻➥✛➞ ➐✠➓❄➣✌➜▲→✇➠✶➧ ➣✌➜✧➔❙➣✌➟♥➜▼➠❉➡ ➠✶➔✌➥➷➞ →✐➣✏➔✌➞ ➢✙➢✙➜✧➔✌➜❏↔✣➙✍➣✌➟♥➜❆➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✌→
➥❆➓♥→➄➣◗➠❉➡ ➡✡❒☞➜❶➣✌➓❄➔✌➐♥➜❏↔❆➑❉➶Ð➴❢➞❢➽ ➜✙➽ ➙✠➑✙➐♥➡ ↕▼➜▲➥✛➜✧➔✌➢✙➜▲➐♥➝✧↕❆➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✌→◗➥❆➓♥→➄➣









➩✢➬❄➮ ➬✠➱❉✃Ø×➃Ù✖Ú✶➮ ➬❉Û☞Ô❏Ú❏Ü ❰✍Ï✱ÝÞÜ✠Ú❉ß♥➬✠à☞➮ á ➮ â❢ã❄ä♥á✏Ô❏å
Ô
④
➩✢➬❄➮ ➬✠➱❉✃Ø×ÓÚ✶➮ ➬❉Û☞Ô❏Ú❏Ü ❰✍Ï✱ÝÞæ✣ç ➮ â❢ã❄ä♥á✏Ô❏å
Ô✶Ï✐➩✢Ü✠Ú❉ß♥➬✠à☞➮ á ➮ â❢ã❄ä♥á✏Ô✐èéÙ✦æ✣ç ➮ â❢ã❄ä♥á✏Ô
Ô✶Õ✐➩✢Ü✠Ú❉ß♥➬✠à☞➮ á ➮ â❢ã❄ä♥á✏Ô❏å☞èéÙ✦æ✣ç ➮ â❢ã❄ä♥á✏Ô❏å
ê✭➝▲➑✙➐♥➑✙➥⑥↕✛➨❄➔✌➑✙➨☞➜✧➔✏➣✌➞ ➜▲→❶➞ ➐♥➝▲➡ ➓✡↔❄➜✽➣✌➟♥➜✽➧❢➠❉➝✧➣❶➣✌➟✡➠✶➣❏➙②➣✌➑⑥➣✌➟♥➜✽➜✧ë✠➤
➣✌➜▲➐②➣➍➧❋➜❏➠❉→✏➞ ❒♥➡ ➜✙➙✻➣✌➟♥➜Ð→➄↕❄→➄➣✌➜▲➥ì➑✙➓♥➢✙➟②➣➍➣✌➑❍➓♥→✏➜Ð➐✡➠✶➣✌➓❄➔✩➠❉➡✻➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣
➣✌➑❁➠❉➝✩➟♥➞ ➜▲Ñ✢➜✛➣✌➟♥➜✛➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣▼➡ ➜▲Ñ✢➜▲➡ →✻➔✌➜❏Ò②➓♥➞ ➔✌➜❏↔Ð❒②↕❁➣✌➟♥➜★➑❉❮✛➝▲➜★➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣
→✏➝▲➜▲➐♥➜▲→▲➽îí✠➜▲➐♥→✏➑❉➔✌→✛➝❏➠❉➐❍➝✩➟♥➜▲➝✩ï❍➚ ➪✛➛✱➟♥➜✧➣✌➟♥➜✧➔▼➣✌➟♥➜➃➡ ➓♥➥✛➞ ➐♥➑✙→✏➞ ➣❲↕
➝▲➑✙➥✛➞ ➐♥➢✻➧ ➔✌➑✙➥ð➑✙➓❄➣✌→✏➞ ↔❄➜✐➞ →⑤➜▲➐♥➑✙➓♥➢✙➟★➣✌➑⑥→✏➓❄➔✌➨✡➠❉→✏→◗➣✌➟♥➜✽➡ ➓♥➥✛➞ ➐♥➑✙→➄➤
➞ ➣❲↕▼➔✌➜❏Ò②➓♥➞ ➔✌➜❏↔▼❒②↕❆➣✌➟♥➜✽➝▲➓❄➔✏➔✌➜▲➐②➣◗➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣⑤→✏➝▲➜▲➐♥➜✙➹♥➠❉➐✡↔➃➚❋➚ ➪◗➛✱➟♥➜✧➣✌➟♥➜✧➔
➣✌➟♥➜✱➡ ➓♥➥✛➞ ➐♥➑✙→✏➞ ➣❲↕▼➝▲➑✙➥✛➞ ➐♥➢❙➧ ➔✌➑✙➥ñ➑✙➓❄➣✌→✏➞ ↔❄➜✽➞ →◗➢❉➔✌➜❏➠✶➣✌➜✧➔⑤➣✌➟✡➠❉➐✛➣✌➟♥➜
➥★➠✶ë❄➞ ➥❆➓♥➥ò➡ ➓♥➥✛➞ ➐♥➑✙→✏➞ ➣❲↕î➠❉➝✩➟♥➞ ➜▲Ñ✙➠❉❒♥➡ ➜Ð❒②↕ó➣✌➟♥➜❁➑❉❮✛➝▲➜Ð➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✌→▲➽
➾⑤➟♥➜⑤➡ ➠✶➣✏➣✌➜✧➔✮➞ →✭➓♥→✏➜✧➧❋➓♥➡✠❒☞➜▲➝❏➠❉➓♥→✏➜❶➞ ➣✭➝❏➠❉➐❆❒☞➜❶➠❉➨♥➨♥➡ ➞ ➜❏↔❆➞ ➐✡↔❄➜▲➨☞➜▲➐✡↔✠➤








➣✌➟♥➜✮➥★➠✶ë❄➞ ➥❆➓♥➥õ➡ ➓♥➥✛➞ ➐♥➑✙→✏➞ ➣❲↕❙➠❉➝✩➟♥➞ ➜▲Ñ✙➠❉❒♥➡ ➜✮❒②↕✐➣✌➟♥➜✮➑❉➧ ➤
➘✡➝▲➜✱➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✌→▲➽✮➾⑤➟♥➜✽➠❉❒☞➑✶Ñ✢➜✱➝❏➠❉➐✛❒☞➜✱→✏➓♥➥✛➥★➠✶➔✌➞ →✏➜❏↔▼➠❉→✭➧❋➑✙➡ ➡ ➑❏➛✱→▲➩✱➚ ➪







➑❉❮✛➝▲➜✛➞ →❙➞ ➐➁➣✌➟♥➜❆➝✩➟♥➑✙→✏➜▲➐Ð➑❉➔⑥↔❄➜✧➧❢➠❉➓♥➡ ➣⑥➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✻→✏➝▲➜▲➐♥➜✙➙✎➣✌➟♥➜▲➐❁➣✌➟♥➜























ù✐➑❏➛❙➙◗➝▲➑✙➐♥→✏➞ ↔❄➜✧➔▼➣✌➟♥➜★➧❋➑✙➡ ➡ ➑❏➛✱➞ ➐♥➢✸→✏➝▲➜▲➐✡➠✶➔✌➞ ➑❄➽óú✐➐û➠➍❒❄➔✌➞ ➢✙➟②➣
í✠➓♥➥✛➥✛➜✧➔❏ü →❶↔♥➠▲↕②➙♥ý✙➑✙➟♥➐➒➞ →✱➛⑤➑❉➔✌ï✠➞ ➐♥➢▼➞ ➐➒➟♥➞ →✱➑❉❮✛➝▲➜✇➛✱➟♥➜▲➐➒→✏➓✡↔✠➤
↔❄➜▲➐♥➡ ↕❙➣✌➟♥➜◗➘♥➔✌➜❶➠❉➡ ➠✶➔✌➥➦➢✙➑②➜▲→✮➑❉➶✖➽✦þ✐➜⑤➡ ➜❏➠❏Ñ✢➜▲→✖➣✌➟♥➜⑤➑❉❮✛➝▲➜⑤➞ ➥✛➥✛➜✧➤
↔❄➞ ➠✶➣✌➜▲➡ ↕②➽✇ú✐➐♥➝▲➜✻➑✙➓❄➣✌→✏➞ ↔❄➜❙➣✌➟♥➜⑥❒♥➓♥➞ ➡ ↔❄➞ ➐♥➢❄➙☞➟♥➜❙➔✌➜❏➠❉➡ ➞ →✏➜▲→✐➣✌➟✡➠✶➣✐➟♥➜
➡ ➜✧➧ ➣◗➟♥➞ →✭❒❄➔✌➞ ➜✧➧❋➝❏➠❉→✏➜✱❒☞➜▲➟♥➞ ➐✡↔❆➠❉➐✡↔▼↔❄➜▲➝▲➞ ↔❄➜▲→✖➣✌➑✇➢✙➑❙❒✡➠❉➝✩ï❙➣✌➑✐➧❋➜✧➣✌➝✩➟
➞ ➣❏➽✮ß✮↕▼➣✌➟♥➜✱➣✌➞ ➥✛➜✽➟♥➜✐➜▲➐②➣✌➜✧➔✌→◗➟♥➞ →⑤➑❉❮✛➝▲➜✙➙✠➣✌➟♥➜✐➠❉➡ ➠✶➔✌➥ð➟✡➠❉→⑤❒☞➜▲➜▲➐
➢✙➑✙➞ ➐♥➢❆➑❉➶➒➧❋➑❉➔❶➥✛➑❉➔✌➜✱➣✌➟✡➠❉➐Ó❰✍Ï✱➥✛➞ ➐✠➓❄➣✌➜▲→▲➽✖➾⑤➟♥➞ →❶→✏➞ ➣✌➓✡➠✶➣✌➞ ➑✙➐Ó➝❏➠❉➐






➩ ➾⑤➟♥➜✻➠❉➡ ➠✶➔✌➥ ➞ →✽→✏➑✙➓♥➐✡↔❄➞ ➐♥➢➃➴❢➬❄➮ ➬✠➱❉✃◆❐
â❲Ï❉➩ ❰✍Ï✐➥✛➞ ➐✠➓❄➣✌➜▲→⑤➑❉➔✽➥✛➑❉➔✌➜✇➟✡➠❏Ñ✢➜✇➜▲➡ ➠❉➨♥→✏➜❏↔➒→✏➞ ➐♥➝▲➜✇➣✌➟♥➜
➠❉➡ ➠✶➔✌➥ð➛⑤➜▲➐②➣✽➑❉➶û➴✉Ú✶➮ ➬❉Û☞Ô❏Ú❏Ü ❰✍Ï❏❐
â❲Õ❉➩✂✁❙➠▲↕Ó➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✽➨❄➔✌➑✶Ñ✠➞ ↔❄➜▲→❶➡ ➓♥➥✛➞ ➐♥➑✙→✏➞ ➣❲↕Ó➜▲➐♥➑✙➓♥➢✙➟➃➣✌➑









➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✭→✏➜✧➣✏➣✌➞ ➐♥➢✇➞ →✭➝✩➟♥➑✙→✏➜▲➐➃➴❢➱✝✆▲❐✌➽✖ß✮↕▼Ô✶Õ❉➙❉➣✌➟♥➜⑤➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣✌→✭➥❆➓♥→➄➣
❒☞➜❶➑✙➐✛➞ ➐▼➣✌➟♥➞ →✮→✏➜✧➣✏➣✌➞ ➐♥➢❄➽✮➾⑤➟♥➞ →✮➞ →◗➠❙➝▲➑✙➐②➣✏➔✩➠✙↔❄➞ ➝✧➣✌➞ ➑✙➐▼➛✱➞ ➣✌➟
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Ü✠Ú❉ß♥➬✠à☞➮ á ➮ â❢ã❄ä♥á✏Ô❏å✡Ý Ù✦æ✣ç ➮ â❢ã❄ä♥á✏Ô❏å✭➴❹Ô✶Õ❏❐
à✣Ô❏Ú❏➱ â✉æ➍ÝÞÜ✠Ú❉ß♥➬✠à☞➮ á ➮ â❢ã❄ä♥á✏Ô❏å✭➴❢➱✝✆❏❐




➽✽í✠➞ ➥✛➞ ➡ ➠✶➔✌➡ ↕②➙✠➛✱➟♥➜▲➐➍ý✙➑✙➟♥➐➃➛❶➠❉➡ ï✠→✱➞ ➐➃➣✌➟♥➜❙➑❉❮✛➝▲➜✛➴❢â
⑦
❐✌➙❄➣✌➟♥➜
↔❄➜✧➧❢➠❉➓♥➡ ➣➒➡ ➞ ➢✙➟②➣➒→✏➝▲➜▲➐♥➜❁➞ →➃→✏➜✧➣Ð➴❢➱✝✆▲❐✌➽ñ➾⑤➟♥➞ →➃➜✧➶✣➜▲➝✧➣✌➞ Ñ✢➜▲➡ ↕
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✠✺✏ ✠❏✡✝✞✟✚✓✡❜✄✝✞✟✑✰✻★✄❈✛✙✍ ✞✟✠✺✠✮✁☎ P✡✝☞✌✞❀❤✙✄✝✏ ✁☎✄✝✏ ✡✝✏ ✞✟✠❥✔✖✞✱✡❁✭✮✞✟✞✟✚❉✡✝☞✌✞❀✆✟✍ ✘✌✠❏✡✝✞✱✄✝✠✟✲
✏❯✪ ✞✒✪✵✏ ✚❾✡✝☞✌✞❣✆✟✍ ✻☎✠✺✠✺✏ ✆✜✻☎✍❢✍ ✁✒✑✒✏ ✆✷✠✺✞✟✚✌✠✺✞✒✲❅✻☎✍ ✡✝☞✌✁✒✘✌✑✒☞④✡✝☞✌✏ ✠❄✏ ✠❄✚✌✁☎✡
✞✟✠✺✠✺✞✟✚✓✡✝✏ ✻☎✍♣✏ ✚❂✁✒✘✙✄❀  ✄❈✻☎✾✿✞✱✭✮✁☎✄✝r✖✪
❻






✲✬✏❯✪ ✞✒✪➆✭❀✏ ✡✝☞◆✛■✄❈✻✟✭❞✻☎✍❢✁☎ ✎◗✒❝❣✏ ✠✕✄✝✞✟✆✟✁✒✾✿✾✿✞✟✚◆✛✙✞✜✛P✪➆➇✬✚④✡✝☞✌✞
✁☎✡✝☞✌✞✱✄✕☞◆✻☎✚◆✛P✲❞✏ ✚④❤✙✄✝✏ ✁☎✄✝✏ ✡✝✏ ✠✝✻★✡✝✏ ✁✒✚
⑦♣❽
✲❞✡✝☞✌✞✢✠✺✞✟✚✓✡✝✞✟✚✌✆✟✞❣✏ ✚❾✡✝☞✌✞
✔✖✞✟☞◆✻✜✯■✏ ✁✒✘✙✄♥✆✟✍ ✘✌✠❏✡✝✞✱✄❛✏ ✠♥✆✟✁✒✚✌✠✺✏ ✠❏✡✝✞✟✚✓✡♥✭❀✏ ✡✝☞✗✡✝☞✌✁✒✠✺✞✮✏ ✚❋✡✝☞✌✞❥✘✌❤P✛✌✻★✡✝✞
✆✟✍ ✘✌✠❏✡✝✞✱✄✜➃◆✡✝✁✒✑✒✞✱✡✝☞✌✞✱✄✜✲◆✡✝☞✌✞✱✳❂✆✟✁✒✚✙➄◆✏ ✆✱✡❅✭❀✏ ✡✝☞✷✠✝✻★ ✂✞✱✡❁✳❂✄✝✘✌✍ ✞✎✥★✧✿✣❯✠✺✞✟✞
③
✏ ✑✒✘✙✄✝✞❢➈■✩✝✪




➇✬✚✌✞✢☞◆✻☎✠✕✡✝✁✽✑✒✏ ✯✰✞✸✘✌❤④✞✟✏ ✡✝☞✌✞✱✄✷✥☎✶❂✁☎✄✷✥★✧★✪❇✫✬✁✜✭✮✞✟✯✰✞✱✄✜✲✬✏  ❉✥★✧
✭✮✞✱✄✝✞❋✡✝✁❄✔✖✞✗r✰✞✟❤✙✡✜✲◆✡✝☞✌✞✟✚✷✴✒✶✬✭✮✁✒✘✌✍ ✛✷✻☎✍ ✠✺✁❂✔✖✞❋✄✝✞✜q✓✘✌✏ ✄✝✞✜✛❂✡✝✁❄✔✖✞
✭❀✏ ✡✝☞◆✛■✄❈✻✟✭❀✚❖✪✮♦✮☞✌✞❋✁✒✚✌✍ ✳✕✭❞✻✟✳❂✡✝✁❉✆✜✻☎✘✌✠✺✞❋✾✿✏ ✚✌✏ ✾❄✻☎✍P✆❈☞◆✻☎✚✌✑✒✞❢✡✝✁
✡✝☞✌✞✎✠✺❤✖✞✟✆✟✏ ❧◆✆✜✻★✡✝✏ ✁✒✚✽✏ ✠☛✡✝☞✌✞✱✄✝✞✱ ✂✁☎✄✝✞❉✡✝✁❣r✰✞✟✞✟❤❸✥☎✶✗✏ ✚✌✠❏✡✝✞✜✻✒✛P✲♣✠✺✏ ✚✌✆✟✞
✏ ✡❅✻☎✍ ✍ ✁✜✭❀✠❅✡✝☞✌✞☛✏ ✚✌✆✟✍ ✘✌✠✺✏ ✁✒✚✢✁☎ ❛✴✒✶★✪
③











❹✓✲✖✭❀☞✌✏ ✍ ✞✗✡✝☞✌✞✗✍ ✻★✡✺✡✝✞✱✄☛✆✟✁☎✄✺✄✝✞✟✠✺❤✖✁✒✚◆✛✙✠✬✡✝✁✿✭❀✏ ✡✝☞◆✛■✄❈✻✟✭❀✏ ✚✌✑❣✥★✧❋✻☎✠
✏ ✚✷✡✝☞✌✞❉✆✜✻☎✠✺✞✿✁☎ 
⑦♣❽
✪❉⑥✦✡❋✏ ✠❢✚✌✁☎✡❋❤✖✁✒✠✺✠✺✏ ✔✌✍ ✞❉✡✝✁❂✾❄✻☎r✰✞❉✻✕✆❈☞✌✁✒✏ ✆✟✞
✔◆✻☎✠✺✞✜✛✢✁✒✚✷✡✝☞✌✞✎✻✜✯✒✻☎✏ ✍ ✻☎✔✌✍ ✞❉❤✙✄✝✏ ✁☎✄✝✏ ✡❁✳✷✏ ✚✙ ✂✁☎✄✝✾❄✻★✡✝✏ ✁✒✚✹✻☎✚◆✛✢☞✌✞✟✚✌✆✟✞
✡✝☞✌✞❢✛✙✏ ✠❯⑧❁✘✌✚✌✆✱✡✝✏ ✁✒✚❣✁☎ ❴✄✝✞✟✠✺✘✌✍ ✡✝✠
❼
✻☎✚◆✛❣❹✎✻☎✔✖✁★✯✰✞❢✏ ✠❞✡❈✻☎r✰✞✟✚❖✪
⑥❁✚✎✠✺✘✌✾✿✾❄✻★✄✺✳✓✲✜  ✄✝✁✒✾✼✡✝☞✌✞✮❧◆✯✰✞✮✛✙✏ ♠P✞✱✄✝✞✟✚✓✡❛✆✟✍ ✘✌✠❏✡✝✞✱✄❜❤✙✄✝✏ ✁☎✄✝✏ ✡✝✏ ✠✝✻★✐
✡✝✏ ✁✒✚✌✠❋✻☎✚◆✻☎✍ ✳✙✠✺✞✜✛P✲♥✻❄✄✝✞✟✆✟✁✒✾✿✾✿✞✟✚◆✛✌✻★✡✝✏ ✁✒✚✷✭❞✻☎✠❋✾❄✻✒✛✙✞✗✡✝✁✕✭❀✏ ✡✝☞✙✐
✛■✄❈✻✟✭➋✻❣✔✖✞✟☞◆✻✜✯■✏ ✁✒✘✙✄✗✄✝✘✌✍ ✞❄✏ ✚✹✡✝☞✙✄✝✞✟✞❄✁☎ ❀✡✝☞✌✞✟✾❣✲♣✡✝✁❣✭❀✏ ✡✝☞◆✛■✄❈✻✟✭
✻✎✠✝✻★ ✂✞✱✡❁✳❂✄✝✘✌✍ ✞❋✏ ✚❣✁✒✚✌✞❋✁☎ ♥✡✝☞✌✞✟✾❣✲✌✻☎✚◆✛✕✡✝✁❉✭❀✏ ✡✝☞◆✛■✄❈✻✟✭✵✞✟✏ ✡✝☞✌✞✱✄☛✻






✯■✏ ✁✒✘✙✄☛✄✝✘✌✍ ✞❉◗✒❝✗✠✺✞✟✞✟✾✿✠☛✾✿✁☎✄✝✞❉❤✌✍ ✻☎✘✌✠✺✏ ✔✌✍ ✞✒✪✿⑥❁✚✸✾✿✁☎✄✝✞✎✆✟✁✒✾✿❤✌✍ ✏ ✆✱✐
✻★✡✝✞✜✛✤✆✜✻☎✠✺✞✟✠✟✲✬✻❸✛✙✞✟✆✟✏ ✠✺✏ ✁✒✚⑤✠✺✘✌❤✌❤✖✁☎✄✺✡❄✠❏✳✙✠❏✡✝✞✟✾➎✆✟✁✒✘✌✍ ✛❾✔✖✞❣✘✌✠✺✞✜✛
✡✝✁❸☞✌✞✟✍ ❤❾✡✝☞✌✞❣✆❈☞✌✁✒✏ ✆✟✞✷✁☎ ❢✄✝✞✟✆✟✁✒✾✿✾✿✞✟✚◆✛✌✻★✡✝✏ ✁✒✚✌✠✿✾❄✻✒✛✙✞❣✔✓✳❶✡✝☞✌✞
✆✟✍ ✘✌✠❏✡✝✞✱✄✝✞✜✛✕✄✝✞✟✯■✏ ✠✺✏ ✁✒✚❂  ✄❈✻☎✾✿✞✱✭✮✁☎✄✝r✖✪
4. RELATED WORK
❷⑤✚■✘✌✾✎✔✖✞✱✄❥✁☎ ♣✍ ✁✒✑✒✏ ✆✱✐✦✔◆✻☎✠✺✞✜✛❂✻☎❤✌❤✙✄✝✁✰✻☎✆❈☞✌✞✟✠❥ ✂✁☎✄❞☞◆✻☎✚◆✛✙✍ ✏ ✚✌✑❋✏ ✚✙✐
✆✟✁✒✚✌✠✺✏ ✠❏✡✝✞✟✚✌✆✱✳➀✻☎✚◆✛✼✞✟✯✰✁✒✍ ✯■✏ ✚✌✑⑤✄✝✞✜q✓✘✌✏ ✄✝✞✟✾✿✞✟✚✓✡✝✠✷✠✺❤✖✞✟✆✟✏ ❧◆✆✜✻★✡✝✏ ✁✒✚✌✠
☞◆✻✜✯✰✞❋✔✖✞✟✞✟✚✢❤✙✄✝✁✒❤✖✁✒✠✺✞✜✛✢✏ ✚✢✡✝☞✌✞❋✍ ✏ ✡✝✞✱✄❈✻★✡✝✘✙✄✝✞✒✪❋➏✖✁✜✭❀✑✒☞✌✏❛✻☎✚◆✛✷➇❅  ✐
 ✂✞✟✚❸➐ ❹☎➑★➒❴❤✙✄✝✁✒❤✖✁✒✠✺✞✜✛❂✔✖✞✟✍ ✏ ✞✱ ❛✄✝✞✟✯■✏ ✠✺✏ ✁✒✚❂ ✂✁☎✄☛✛✙✞✱ ❯✻☎✘✌✍ ✡❅✡✝☞✌✞✟✁☎✄✝✏ ✞✟✠❅✻☎✠
✻❂ ✂✁☎✄✝✾❄✻☎✍❞✻☎❤✌❤✙✄✝✁✰✻☎✆❈☞✽ ✂✁☎✄✎✄✝✞✟✠✺✁✒✍ ✯■✏ ✚✌✑✷✏ ✚✌✆✟✁✒✚✌✠✺✏ ✠❏✡✝✞✟✚✌✆✟✏ ✞✟✠✟✪❶s■❤✖✞✱✐
✆✟✏ ❧◆✆✜✻★✡✝✏ ✁✒✚✌✠❛✻★✄✝✞❥ ✂✁☎✄✝✾❄✻☎✍ ✏ ✠✺✞✜✛✎✻☎✠❛✛✙✞✱ ❯✻☎✘✌✍ ✡♥✡✝☞✌✞✟✁☎✄✝✏ ✞✟✠❴✭❀☞✌✞✱✄✝✞✮✞✜✻☎✆❈☞
✄✝✞✜q✓✘✌✏ ✄✝✞✟✾✿✞✟✚✓✡❜✾❄✻✟✳❉✔✖✞☛✛✙✞✱ ✂✞✜✻☎✠✺✏ ✔✌✍ ✞✬✁☎✄❞✚✌✁✒✚✙✐❁✛✙✞✱ ✂✞✜✻☎✠✺✏ ✔✌✍ ✞✒✪❥➅❜✻☎✆❈☞
✡❁✳✙❤✖✞❄✏ ✠✿✻☎✠✺✠✺✘✌✾✿✞✜✛✹✡✝✁✸✔✖✞✕✆✟✁✒✚✌✠✺✏ ✠❏✡✝✞✟✚✓✡✜✪❸⑥❁✚✌✆✟✁✒✚✌✠✺✏ ✠❏✡✝✞✟✚✌✆✟✏ ✞✟✠❉✏ ✚✙✐
✡✺✄✝✁■✛✙✘✌✆✟✞✜✛④✔✓✳⑤✻☎✚➓✞✟✯✰✁✒✍ ✘✙✡✝✏ ✁✒✚◆✻★✄✺✳④✆❈☞◆✻☎✚✌✑✒✞✹✻★✄✝✞✸✄✝✞✟✠✺✁✒✍ ✯✰✞✜✛⑤✔✓✳
❤✖✞✱✄✺ ✂✁☎✄✝✾✿✏ ✚✌✑✤✻✽✄✝✞✟✯■✏ ✠✺✏ ✁✒✚➔✁✒❤✖✞✱✄❈✻★✡✝✏ ✁✒✚➔✁★✯✰✞✱✄❂✡✝☞✌✞✸✞✟✚✓✡✝✏ ✄✝✞✸✠✺❤✖✞✱✐
✆✟✏ ❧◆✆✜✻★✡✝✏ ✁✒✚❖✪
➍
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In this study we analyzed the relationship between software 
design and development effort (development time) in a real life 
software project by using a novel approach called differential 
evolution. The two subsystems developed separately in two 
subprojects were analyzed to make comparisons between these 
two. It was found out that coupling between modules had the 
greatest influence on the software development effort in the 
situation, where human and organizational factors in software 
development were strongly present. In the other subsystem, 
where the whole development work was handled better, the size 
measure was the most important factor that affected the software 
development effort. These results are much line with the other 
research results, where software size as well as cohesion and 
coupling are reported the most important factors affecting to the 
cost of software development. The results of this study also 
suggest that differential evolution approach is suitable for 
analysing the relationships between software design and 
development effort.
Keywords
Software design, differential evolution, case study
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that software systems typically exceed their 
estimated development costs. There are many factors that can 
affect exceeding of development costs in software project. These 
factors include system structural factors as well as human and 
organizational factors [1], [2]. One of the most important factors 
reported in the research is the size of the system to be developed 
[3], [4], [22], [23]. Many measures of the software size ranging 
from the number of lines of the source code to functional size 
measures such as function points have been proposed [5]. Size can 
be measured in various ways at different phases of the software 
development ranging from the requirements analysis phase to the 
coding phase [6]. In addition to size, many other properties such 
as cohesion and coupling (telling the complexity of a system) have 
been mentioned as the cost factors [7], [8].
The work described in this paper had several different but 
interconnected objectives.  First, we wanted to better understand 
the relationship between software design and the development 
effort (development time) from structural as well as human and 
organization point of views. We wanted to find out which design 
properties including size, coupling and cohesion have a clear 
relationship to the development effort. Second, we wanted to get 
experience on gathering needed data from the design phase
described in design specification documents. We were interested in 
the limitations of industrial design specifications and information 
that could be extracted from these specifications. Third, we
wanted to get experience of using differential evolution (DE) in 
analyzing the relationships between software design and
development effort.
The next part of this paper (Section 2) describes the research 
settings. In section 5 is explained the research subject and
methods. Section 4 explains the results of this study. In Section 5, 
we discuss the research results and topics for the further study.
2. RESEARCH SETTINGS
2.1 Design metrics
The main goal in developing the metrics was to create a set of 
metrics that would characterize our system best based on the 
experience from the project development. We also wanted these 
metrics to be gathered as much as possible from the design phase.
This was our second goal. The third goal was to create metrics that 
would be as independent on each other as possible.
The metrics used in our study and related to them attributes 
are listed in Table 1. All these metrics are directed to single 
modules, not to entire subsystems. The subsystems are evaluated 
on the basis of the values of the attributes of the metrics. 
Among all definitions around coupling and cohesion [9], [10], 
[2], we used the following basis to these metrics in our study:
Coupling. According to [11], pp. 375, coupling can be
defined as follows: “Coupling is a measure of interconnection 
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among modules in a program structure. Coupling depends on the 
interface complexity between modules, the point at which entry or 
reference is made to a module, and what data pass across the 
interface.” During the analysis and design phase, we can measure 
intermodular coupling by the number of relationships between the 
subsystems [2], pp.110. According to this definition, coupling 
measures the amount of interconnections (references) between 
modules. Here, two different metrics for coupling are used.
Attribute 3a  refers to the number of modules to which the 
module being studied refers, whereas attribute 4a  defines the
number of modules referring to the module being studied.
Cohesion. According to [11], pp. 374, cohesion is “a measure 
of the relative functional strength of a module.” Within the limits 
of this project, cohesion is defined as a number of aggregations, 
compositions and relations in the class diagram of a module. 
Stronger cohesion should be achieved in order to implement an 
internally strong module.
Table 1. Attributes (design properties)
Attribute Metric name Description
1a KLOC
Number of Kilo Lines Of Code in a 
module
2a NOC Number Of Classes in a module
3a Coupling 1
Number of modules referring to this 
module
4a Coupling 2




compositions and relations among
classes of a module
6a NOUC






Number Of Databases connected to 
a module
2.2 The studied system
The system studied was implemented in a Finnish
telecommunications company and consists of two subsystems, a 
CORBA–based (Common Object Request Broker Architecture),
highly distributed server (let it be subsystem B) and a centralized 
client (let us call it subsystem A). 
The user requests a service through the user interface that can 
be either mobile or World Wide Web (WWW). The service fetches 
the requested information, processes it and returns the reply to 
the user. 
The platform was mainly designed for the needs of the 
international market and has to support interfaces for different 
kinds of external systems, e.g. SMS (Short Message) centers, 
WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) gateways, other platforms, 
billing systems etc. The needs of the international market posed 
additional demands on the user interfaces; for example, they 
should be localizable to any language and should show the results 
in a country-specific manner. This also posed challenges on
subsystem B: it has to be possible to dissipate the information all 
over the world, different kinds of information protocols must be 
supported and so on.
Subsystem A is responsible for the user interfaces,
authentication and authorization as well as for the interfaces to 
external systems. It converts the end-user’s request to a standard 
request for subsystem B, replies to the standard reply from 
subsystem B and sends the reply back to the end-user. Subsystem 
A does not know the location of the information maintained by 
subsystem B or how that information is retrieved from the
information resources all over the world. This requirement was not 
well implemented; subsystem A was dependent on the types of 
information resources residing in subsystem B. 
Subsystem B is responsible for dynamically resolving the 
information resources to be used by examining the request and 
routing it to the right information resource. To do that, subsystem 
B uses CORBA (Common Object Request Broker) Trading
Service. The main requirement for subsystem B is high
configurability: new information resources and services should be 
added to it by simply configuring it and adding the new modules 
to the system. Subsystem B is geographically distributed. The 
distribution is implemented using CORBA technology.
2.3 Data collection
We collected two separate subsets of data: one for subsystem A 
and the other one for subsystem B. These data were later used to 
compare the subsystems. Based on the specification documents,
we succeeded to define the number of sub-modules and databases 
as well as the coupling and cohesion for some of the modules of 
both subsystems. The rest of the information was re-engineered
from the implementation codes.
 Some of the specification documents were not up-to-date, which 
made it necessary to study the implementation codes more
carefully. The UML diagrams turned out to be unreliable for some 
modules; they were re-engineered using the Together 5.5
development tool for application modeling and round-trip
engineering for Java and C++ [12]. 
The numbers of lines of codes were obtained by using an
application for counting the lines of code downloaded from the 
Web [13]. When counting the numbers of lines, comments were 
ignored.
The extracted values of the attributes are shown in Table 2 for 
subsystem B and Table 3 for subsystem A, respectively. The 
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values that define the development times were taken from the 
project management software (Niku Workbench).
In the Table 2 and Table 3, we have corrected development time of 
some modules according to knowledge about the heterogeneous 
professional competence of some developers and the assumption 
that it has a strong effect to development effort [14]. In
subsystem B (Table 3), only the development time for one module 
is corrected (by dividing the time by 0.76), whereas for subsystem 
A (Table 4), the development times are corrected for all six
modules. The corrected coefficients were based on the
COMOMO II PCAP Cost Driver factor (PCAP, Programmer 
Capability) in [14], pp.48.
Table 2: Values of the attributes of subsystem B.
Attribute 1A 2A 3A 4A 5A 6A
1a 1 7 3 4 1 1
2a 9 53 43 47 23 10
3a 4 2 1 4 3 1
4a 4 2 4 1 0 3
5a 5 65 30 21 9 10
6a 10 7 12 3 13 7
7a 1 2 1 1 1 2




540.5 634.5 889.5 712 417 579
Correction
coefficient




540.5 835 889.5 712 417 579
Table 3: The values of the attributes of subsystem A.
Attribute 1B 2B 3B 4B 5B 6B
1a 1 6 1 2 10 3
2a 20 13 3 8 118 14
3a 2 0 1 1 5 5
4a 2 5 2 3 2 1
5a 6 9 0 0 10 9
6a 19 6 8 7 17 3
7a 1 3 1 1 4 1




1220 1488 934 950 966 1141
Correction
coefficient




1061 1294 812 826 1271 993
3. RESEARCH SUBJECT AND RESEARCH 
METHOD
The aim of this study was to analyze the impact of software 
design on the development effort in an industrial project. We 
created the design metrics that characterized our system best using 
the practical experiences from project. This experience showed 
that there were problems with module integration especially in 
subsystem A. This suggested to us that there were problems with 
interfaces between modules. Based on this knowledge, we created 
the hypothesis for our study: coupling impacts mostly on the 
development effort. This hypothesis is to be proved in this study.
The development effort in this study refers to the effort needed 
for the design, implementation and module testing of a module. 
To study the impact of design on development effort we
considered two novel methods: a non-linear global optimization 
method called Differential Evolution Algorithm (DEA) and a 
modeling method based on an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
[16], [17], [18], [19]. The insufficient amount of data (only six 
modules per subsystem) made it impossible to use the latter 
approach and gave us an opportunity to try a novel but already
popular and widely used approach to global optimization,
Differential Evolution (DE). 
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Traditional optimization methods, such as exhaustive search,
analytical optimization and the Simplex method [20] were not 
considered because of the trickiness of the objective function: 
trickiness is based on a difficult structure obtained by combining 
several equations (each module has its own equation that depicts 
the model as shown in the equation) into one objective function. 
The other reason is that there are restrictions (in intervals) 
involved for optimization. 
Based on the metrics suite, the development effort of the
subsystems’ modules was estimated by using a linear model 
containing the attributes of the metrics suite as the variables. The 
linear model was selected for the reason that it is given by a simple 
D-dimensional function formed by a sum of variables and related 
to them linear coefficients, but it still has the capability of
estimating the development effort with sufficient precision. The 
model is given by equation (1).
( ) 882211821 ...,...,, xbxbxbxxxH +++= (1)
The variables of the above equation refer to the attribute of the 
metrics suite in such a way that variable 1x corresponds to
attribute 1a  and variable 8x  corresponds to attribute 8a ,
respectively. The coefficients of the model labelled by kb  (k = 
1…8) define the significance rate of the corresponding attributes. 
The attributes are thought to be significant if the values of their 
coefficients are positive, which cause them to influence on the 
value of the function. When the values of the coefficients are 
known, assigning the corresponding values to the variables of the 
model gives the development effort of the corresponding module.
The values of the coefficients of the model were defined by 
minimizing the corresponding objective function by the DEA. The 






























In the above equation,
nb The coefficient of the n
th
 attribute
m The number of the modules of a subsystem
mH
The value of the cost estimation function 
(equation (1)) for the module referred by m.
mh
The value of the measured development 
effort of the module referred by m.
As a result, W returns the mean error between the measured and 
estimated development effort of all six modules. For some
modules, we adjusted coefficients kb  (k = 1…8), which are 
defined for the cost estimation function of the subsystem’s
modules in order to minimize the value of W. In the ideal case, the 
value of the objective function is zero, which means that the cost 
estimation function returns the same value as the value of the 
measured development effort for all six modules of a subsystem.
To minimize the objective function, the two following DE
schemes were used: DE/best/1/bin [15] and DE/rand/1/bin [21]. 
Since the schemes produced the same results, they are given only 
once.
4. RESEARCH RESULTS
In this section we describe the results of the DE analysis. 
The analysis is divided into two parts: identification of significant 
attributes (the attributes greater than zero) and measuring the 
importance of those attributes. Once the significant attributes are 
identified, they are measured for their importance. A significant 
attribute is thought to be important if, when excluded from the 
model, it causes an increase to a certain degree in the value of the 
objective function when optimized again. A high degree of increase 
means that the model is not capable of fitting the data well 
without the excluded attribute thus making that attribute very 
important. The most affective attributes are defined through the 
combined use of the significance and importance measures.
4.1 Identification of significant attributes
Table 4 shows the values of the coefficients of the model, 
which were obtained by minimizing the objective function when 
taking all six design properties (i.e. attributes). The table illustrates
that for subsystem B the significant attributes are 2a (NOC), 3a
(coupling 1), 4a (coupling 2), 6a (NOUC), and 7a (NOS),
whereas for subsystem A, these attributes are 3a (coupling 1), 
4a  (coupling 2), 5a  (cohesion), and 6a (NOUC), respectively, 
since the values of the corresponding coefficients are greater than 
zero. The last row of the table contains the values of the objective 
function, which is the mean percentile error between the measured 
and estimated development effort of all six modules.
As the Table 4 shows, for both subsystems, the coefficient 
values differ significantly from each other. Some design properties 
that influence the development effort of subsystem A have no 
influence on the development effort of subsystem B and vice 
versa.
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4.2 Measuring the importance of the attributes
We measured the importance of each attributes by excluding 
each attribute in turn from the model. Now, the rest of the 
attributes got different values producing different object function 
results as presented in Table 5.
Table 5: A summary of the mean errors between the 
















N/A in the table above means that the corresponding attribute 
is not significant (please refer to Table 4). The increase in the error 
is illustrated in Table 6.
Table 6: The value of the increase in the error (%) while 
excluding significant attributes one by one from the model
Excluded
attribute
The increase in 
the error in
subsystem A











4.3 Analysis of the results
The results suggest that the most important attribute is 4a
(coupling 2). When excluding this attribute from the model, the 
error increases up to 297% for subsystem A and 367% for 
subsystem B (Table 6). This means that attribute 4a has a very 
strong correlation with the development effort. The value of 4a
was also very high for both subsystems. Coupling 1 (attribute 
3a ) also clearly correlates with the development error for both 
subsystems and gets high values especially in the case of
subsystem A. 
In subsystem B, attributes 2a (NOC, number of classes) and 
7a (number of submodules) had a strong correlation with
development effort as well.  And again, in the analysis of
subsystem A, cohesion (attribute 4a ) showed some correlation 
with the development effort.
Human and organizational aspects of the software
development in these projects can explain these different results of 
analysis of the subsystems. Subsystem A was implemented
within the same site by experienced developers who used
prototyping to design the interfaces between the modules.
Subsystem B was developed in different sites by less experienced 
software engineers. They did not use any prototyping to help 
interface design in this subsystem, and the developers confronted 
sizeable problems when integrating the modules, because the
interfaces between them had not been properly designed. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This study focused on analyzing the relationships between 
software design and development effort in a single industrial
software project. We created a design metrics suite that
characterized our practical system best and gave us possibility to 
collect data mostly from design phase. We wanted to understand 
system structural properties as well as human, organizational and 
process factors. To create the metrics suite, we used our
experiences obtained from the system development. Based on this 
metric suite, we defined the coefficients of the model estimating 
the development effort of the system under the study using a 
global non-linear optimization method, a differential evolution 
algorithm.
We found out in our study that coupling between the
modules was the most important design property that affected the 
software development effort in the situation where human and 
organizational factors in software development were strongly 
present. In our study, these factors were lack of competence of 
software developers, poor coordination of the development work 
and poor designing of interfaces between the modules. In the other 
subsystem, where development was better managed, the size 
measure (number of classes in the module) affected mostly the 
development effort. These results are much line with research 
results, where software size [3], [4], [22], [23] and complexity 
metrics (coupling and cohesion) [7], [8] have reported as the most 
important factors affecting on the software costs. We also noticed 
that software design specifications were not up-to-date in our 
project and we had to using re-engineering in order to get some 
metrics information from the source code.
The results of this study also suggest that the differential 
evolution approach is suitable for analyzing software development 
effort and encourage us to analyze other industrial projects too. In 
the scope of this study, it seems that the attributes of the design 
metrics suite used are not completely independent. Future
research could focus on studying the interdependences of the 
design attributes. The results show that excluding specific
attribute from the model had an influence on the values of the 
coefficients of the other attributes as well as of the result. This 
phenomenon remains to be interpreted. Increasing the value of a 
specific significant attribute by, for instance, one percent and 
studying how this change affects the other significant attributes 
can perform local sensitivity analysis of the attributes.
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3. LOOP PARALLELIZATION WITH THE
EXPLANATION PROCEDURE
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ABSTRACT
The elicitation of requirements is a difficult and expensive 
process but critical to the overall success of any system 
development. So far relatively little work has been devoted to 
providing intelligent tool support for this complex and labor-
intensive activity. The quality of requirements from the elicitation 
process currently depends greatly on the experience and expertise 
of the participating requirements engineers, and the commitment 
and cooperation of the system stakeholders. 
In this paper we describe an agent-based approach to intelligent 
tool support for requirements elicitation. Given the multiple roles 
a requirements engineer must perform during elicitation, we 
suggest a multi-agent system (MAS) may be developed as an 
intelligent assistant for this process. It is proposed that some of 
the tasks performed by requirements engineers during the 
elicitation process may be supported and in some cases automated 
by individual agents or several agents working cooperatively. 
It is expected that the use of intelligent agents would produce 
better requirements in terms of their completeness, correctness, 
consistency and clarity. This would be achieved partly by 
improving the elicitation process through greater efficiency with 
respect to time and cost, and increased effectiveness by way of 
rigorous and structured execution. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specifications  




Requirements elicitation, intelligent tool support, agents, roles, 
multi-agent system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Requirements elicitation is a very complex process involving 
many activities with multiple techniques available to perform 
those activities [7]. The multi-disciplinary nature of tool support 
for requirements elicitation only adds to this complexity with 
strong relationships to the fields of knowledge engineering, 
artificial intelligence, information systems, cognitive psychology 
and the social sciences. This is in addition to the large body of 
work in the obvious and more general areas of systems, software 
and requirements engineering.
It is generally understood that requirements are elicited rather 
than captured or collected. This implies both a discovery and 
development element to the process [5]. Requirements may be 
elicited from a variety of sources including the many different 
types of possible stakeholders in the future system, and 
documentation and processes from the existing systems. 
Few attempts have been made to develop intelligent tools to 
support requirements elicitation especially where there is direct 
interaction with human stakeholders without the need for a 
requirements engineer driving the process or the use of a semi-
formal modeling and analysis technique. In order to improve the 
quality of requirements and the elicitation process itself we 
introduce the use of agents as intelligent support for the 
requirements engineer during this phase of system development. 
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the meaning 
of agents as intelligent assistants in the context of the 
requirements elicitation process. Section 3 describes a multi-agent 
based approach to the requirements elicitation process. The use of 
agents for domain knowledge is examined in Section 4, and in 
Section 5 we investigate the particularly challenging area of 
discourse agents with respect to requirements elicitation. Finally 
in Section 6 we present a discussion with some conclusions and 
possibilities for future work. 
2. INTELLIGENT AGENTS 
We use the definition of an agent as a computer system situated in 
some environment that is capable of flexible autonomous action 
in order to meets its designed objectives [4]. In this definition 
there is additional importance placed on the term flexible in that 
it refers to the responsive, pro-active and social nature of agents. 
For our purposes an agent can further be described as an active 
software component or entity utilizing intelligent technology in 
terms of its communication with is environment and its dynamic 
behavior [9]. Another important point to make is that agents may 
be organized into a hierarchy or social structure in order to 
interact and perform tasks with other agents and entities within 
that system [2]. 
Therefore three key concepts concerning agents can be defined as 
autonomy, adaptation and cooperation [1]. By this it is meant that 
an agent should have the ability to make independent decisions 
without external intervention, be aware of its environment and 
able to make changes to its behavior accordingly, and interact 
with other agents and entities and in some cases work 
cooperatively with them [6]. 
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that 
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy 
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, 
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
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Agents are different to objects in the traditional software 
engineering sense in that an agent must ultimately exhibit control 
over its own behavior [4]. However agents may depend on other 
entities such as knowledge bases and the Internet to be able to 
meet their goals and complete their tasks. We take the view that 
an agent may act as a proxy for a requirements engineer in order 
to perform one or more tasks on their behalf. 
The advantages of using agents include the ability to manage and 
reference large amounts of real time and historical data, and have 
greater control and consistency over the output and results of the 
process. This includes assuring that equal attention is paid to both 
the problem and solution domains, and that the final 
documentation and presentation conforms to accepted standards. 
Agents could also enable the automation of some of the more 
mundane tasks a requirements engineer is required to perform 
during the elicitation process. This is particularly important given 
the time consuming nature of requirements elicitation especially 
when dealing with complex systems and large organizations. 
3. A MULTI-AGENT APPROACH 
3.1 Roles of the Requirements Engineer 
Multi-agent systems are typically very complex and difficult to 
develop. Despite this it is more likely that a multi-agent system 
would be developed to support some of the many activities 
performed by a requirements engineer as opposed to a single fat 
intelligent agent providing all the functionality. This is mainly 
due to the nature and behavior of agents, and the state of 
technology currently available.  
We can begin to investigate the implementation of a multi-agent 
agent system for requirements elicitation by examining the 
various roles performed by the requirements engineer during this 
process.
A fundamental part of the entire requirements engineering process 
is related to project management. This activity involves more than 
the obvious decision-making and prioritization tasks. Project 
managers are also commonly required to initiate meetings with 
stakeholders, produce project status reports to inform stakeholders 
of progress, remind stakeholders of their responsibilities, and 
answer questions from stakeholders regarding the project, the 
process, and the system being developed. 
When eliciting requirements by conducting interviews the 
requirements engineer does not only ask questions and record the 
responses but also must guide and assist the participants in 
answering these questions in order to elicit the most correct, 
complete and relevant information. The interviewer is also 
responsible for ensuring that participants feel comfortable and 
confident with the process in order to achieve the best possible 
results from this activity. 
Conflicts between stakeholder requirements are inevitable. When 
this occurs the requirements engineer is often required to act as a 
mediator in working towards a suitable resolution. All elicited 
requirements must be validated and verified against each other 
and the previously established goals of the system. This may 
involve various semi-formal and formal modeling and analysis 
activities.
Requirements engineers are often required to assume the roles of 
the developer community during requirements elicitation such as 
system architects, designers, programmers and testers. Decisions 
made during the requirements stage will inevitably effect the later 
phases of system development. 
The responsibility for the output of the elicitation process also lies 
with the requirements engineer. Typically this exists in the form 
of a requirements document or detailed system model. This role is 
particularly important as it represents the results of the elicitation 
process and forms the foundation for the subsequent project 
phases. Evaluation of the elicitation process and the work 
performed by the requirements engineer is based on these 
resultant artifacts which in some situations will form the basis of a 
contractual agreement as in the case where a system is to be 
developed for an organization by an external supplier. 
3.2 Elicitation Activity Agents 
For each of the roles detailed in the previous subsection we can 
identify one or more possible types of intelligent agent 
application to support the required activities. 
 ✂✁ ✄✂✁✆☎✞✝✠✟☛✡✌☞✎✍✂✏✂✑✓✒✕✔✖☞✎☞✘✗ ☞✘✙ ✑✚✏✛✙✕✔✠✜✂✟✕✏✛✙ ☞
Personal assistant agents could be responsible for proactively 
organizing and driving the project tasks of human stakeholders 
and assisting the execution of these tasks by providing the 
necessary guidance proactively and when requested. 
 ✂✁ ✄✂✁ ✄✣✢✆✏✥✤✦✍✂✡✌✧★✑✛✙✩✗ ✍✂✏✪✔✠✫☛✬✂✭✓✗ ☞✘✗✮✙✩✗ ✍✂✏✪✔✠✜✂✟☛✏✓✙ ☞
Information acquisition agents could be used to search through 
existing documentation and knowledge bases to validate existing 
requirements and to discover new ones. 
 ✂✁ ✄✂✁  ✣✯✰✒✩✗ ✫✱✗✮✙ ✑✛✙✮✗ ✍✚✏✳✲✴✟☛✫✕✵✂✏✓✗ ✬✂✭✚✟✶✔✖✜✚✟☛✏✛✙ ☞
Elicitation technique agents could be used to interview, model, 
analyze and document requirements based on stakeholder input. 
Additional sub-agents could be developed to check for conflicts 
and consistency of requirements during elicitation, inform the 
stakeholders of the specifics, and advise on possible solutions. 
Surveys are one of the most common elicitation techniques used 
by requirements engineers and include questionnaires and 
structured and unstructured interviews [3]. Agents may be used to 
design and propose questions based on meta-models and schemas, 
case stories, and abstractions of previously developed systems. It 
is also possible to conduct surveys based on goal refinement and 
other knowledge acquisition techniques. 
Scenario and task analysis involves walking stakeholders 
through existing or proposed system operations and defining each 
possible step and exception condition. An agent may be used to 
model, simulate and incorporate feedback for the described 
operations from either a user or system perspective. The use of 
graphical representation is especially useful during this process 
and could be incorporated into the behavior of the agent. 
Some elicitation techniques are inherently more suited to the 
possibility of implementation through agents than others. These 
elicitation agents may be arranged into a structure with a parent or 
decision agent responsible for selecting the appropriate elicitation 
technique and agent to employ depending on information about 
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the system stakeholders and other environmental constraints such 
as time and the availability of resources. 
Agents may also be used to support rapid prototyping and other 
agile methods used for requirements elicitation. This could 
involve the use of interactive software construction agents during 
the early stages of system development. Further investigation is 
also required into how agents may be used to support 
observational and ethnographical techniques during requirements 
elicitation.
In practice requirements elicitation is an iterative process and 
typically a combination of techniques is used to discover and 
develop system requirements. For example a requirements 
engineer may conduct a follow-up discussion with the system 
stakeholders after validating the information gathered in a prior 
interview by observing the existing system in use. 
 ✂✁ ✄✂✁ ☎✝✆✟✞✡✠☞☛ ✌✍☛ ✎✑✏ ✒✔✓✕✏✖☛ ✗✡✌✙✘✚✓✂✌✡✓✂✛✡✜✢✠✣✜✢✌✍✏✢✆✤✛✂✜✥✌✕✏ ✎
Administration management agents could perform much of the 
day-to-day administration tasks often assigned to the requirements 
engineer such as reserving meeting rooms and other resources, 
producing and distributing regular status reports, and reminding 
stakeholders of their obligations.
3.3 Agent Coordination 
In the multi-agent system required to perform the various tasks a 
requirements engineer must conduct during the requirements 
elicitation process the agents would need to run concurrently and 
not interfere or conflict with each other. In some cases it may be 
necessary for agents to work cooperatively in order to satisfy their 
individual goals. For this reason it is critical to ensure that agents 
in this type of environment do no have conflicting goals and 
adhere to defined coordination strategies and protocols. 
We can take the simple example of a decision agent required to 
determine which elicitation techniques are best utilized for a 
particular project and which of the stakeholders to involve. In this 
case the requirements engineer informs the web-based agent of 
basic project and organizational details. The agent has access to a 
knowledge base of various elicitation techniques, the conditions 
under which they can be performed, and their respective strengths 
and weaknesses.
This is combined with information from stakeholders captured via 
an online questionnaire on their individual details, the goals and 
constraints of the project, the problem domain, and the 
availability of resources. The system includes a feedback 
mechanism also via an online questionnaire to evaluate the 
relative success or failure of the selected elicitation techniques. 
As a result the agent is able to reference past experiences for 
future questionnaires and decisions, and therefore continuously 
improving the performance of the system. 
Furthermore a series of sub or contractor agents may be employed 
to perform the necessary subsequent tasks. An administration 
agent could be used to arrange a meeting where the appropriate 
elicitation agent would develop and conduct a structured 
interview based on the predetermined high-level goals and 
constraints defined for that particular system development project. 
The parent decision agent would need to communicate the 
number of participants and the type of meeting to the 
administration agent which may then in turn schedule the meeting 
based on the electronic calendars of individual participants and 
reserve an appropriately sized and equipped conference room. 
A personal assistant agent would be responsible for reminding the 
stakeholder participants of the interview and determining any 
prerequisite tasks each stakeholder must perform prior to the 
meeting. The elicitation agent may decide to use a template, 
model or analogy to support the interview or employ an 
information acquisition agent to retrieve documentation of the 
existing system to use as the basis for further inquiry. Here the 
elicitation agent would need to communicate to the information 
acquisition agent the scope of the search and the type of 
information required. 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to delve further into the 
specific details of the intelligent and behavioral aspects of the 
proposed agents although it is tempting to do so. However we can 
see from this example how the communication and coordination 
between agents in a multi-agent system is paramount to its 
success. 
4. AGENTS FOR THE DOMAIN 
Domain knowledge represents an important part of requirements 
engineering however the collection of domain knowledge is a 
very time consuming process. During requirements elicitation 
both the problem and solution domains need to be examined. This 
type of information can be exploited for requirement engineering 
in a variety of ways.  
Requirements engineers will use previous experience in the 
domain as a kind of mental template for group discussions and 
interviews. Domain analogies and abstractions of existing 
situations are used as baselines to acquire information in order to 
identify and model possible solution systems. This also provides 
the opportunity to reuse specifications from like and unlike 
domains, and validate new ones against existing domain 
knowledge as detailed in the work of Sutcliffe and Maiden [8]. 
Agents could be implemented as experts to provide assistance in 
not only the collection of domain knowledge but also its 
presentation for further information acquisition activities. We can 
define a domain expert as having an extensive knowledge of the 
domain area, the ability to identify similarities and differences 
between domain instances, and access to a catalogue of existing 
examples in the given domain for reference.
Therefore it is possible to conceptualize an intelligent agent 
working in cooperation with a domain knowledge base to support 
the requirements engineer during the elicitation and modeling of 
requirements.
5. DISCOURSE AGENTS 
Discourse agents that can actively participate in conversations 
directly with one or more human subjects at a time present us 
with some unique and complex challenges. Requirements 
engineers often use group discussions involving multiple 
stakeholders in elicitation. Examples of this include focus groups 
and joint application development (JAD) groups. In these cases 
the requirements engineer may or may not be required to have 
significant domain expertise in order to facilitate discussions. 
We can investigate the difficulties of developing discourse agents 
by examining the role of group discussion facilitator that is often 
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performed by the requirements engineer during elicitation. In this 
environment the requirements engineer is not only responsible for 
managing and guiding the other participants on the topics 
established for discussion but also to inquire when more 
information or clarification is required on a subject and maintain 
the relevance of all discussions to the problem at hand. It is 
important that the requirements engineer ensures that all parties 
represented in the discussion group are given sufficient 
opportunity to voice their positions and provide appropriate input 
to the conversations.
The requirements engineer is sometimes also required to negotiate 
on behalf of absent stakeholders, validate previously established 
requirements with the current group of participating stakeholders, 
and mediate disagreements between stakeholders. 
To perform these tasks effectively a requirements engineer must 
not only be able to just see and hear the participants but also 
analyze their body language and speech patterns. The 
requirements engineer uses this type of information throughout 
the elicitation process to gauge the level of importance and 
understanding of requirements within the group and detect 
possible conflicts and concerns the stakeholders might have. 
It is difficult to envisage an intelligent agent capable of 
conducting this role given the technologies currently available. In 
this case an extremely complex system of both software and 
hardware would be required with substantial multimedia and 
sensory capabilities. Despite this is it interesting to look at how 
intelligent agent technologies might contribute to this area in 
future research. 
6. DISCUSSION 
From our preliminary investigation it has been determined that 
there are many conceivable applications of agents in the activities 
performed during requirements elicitation however whether or not 
one or more of these can be successfully implemented into an 
intelligent multi-agent system to support the requirements 
engineer in this process is yet to be completely examined both 
theoretically and practically. 
Multi-agent systems provide us with some significant new 
opportunities and advantages over the more traditional expert 
systems. Typically multi-agent systems integrate several general 
tasks that can be personalized to the individual user as opposed to 
expert systems that perform a limited number of specific tasks in 
a fixed manner for all users. Agent-based applications are 
inherently more active, adaptive and mobile than expert systems 
in their behavior and interaction with users and other information 
sources.
It is worth mentioning that such multi-agent systems as proposed 
in this paper are currently very expensive and complicated to 
design and build. Additional obstacles such as the cultural change 
and acceptance of multi-agent systems within organizations 
would also need to be addressed for this type of technology to be 
adopted. Given this it is more realistic that single agents will be 
developed for generic applications such as searches and 
scheduling and then modified and applied to requirements 
engineering as opposed to multi-agent systems being designed 
and built specifically for requirements elicitation activities.  
More research on agent development, architecture and application 
is still needed, especially in social environments and multi-agent 
systems where the issues of conflicts between agents, load 
balancing, belief revision, and the re-organization of agent 
commitments are still being examined. 
It is not suggested that agents present a substitute for the roles of 
the requirements engineer but instead that certain elements of the 
requirements elicitation process may be automated, supported and 
improved through the implementation of an intelligent agent-
based system.  
We believe that the development of information systems presents 
a particularly good opportunity to apply this type of technology in 
both the early and later stages of requirements elicitation due to 
the large body of work in this area and the volume of available 
and relevant literature, domain expertise and case stories.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the DCBL (Dynamic Control of Behav-
ior based on Learning) framework that aims to aid develop-
ing systems that dynamically control application behavior.
It relies on learning abilities to make the application able
to improve autonomously its behavior even when the con-
text changes. The framework is used to increase the QoS of
a set of applications. The behavior is controlled to reduce
the risk that the supplied QoS exceeds a specified minimal
level. The DCBL framework significantly decreases software
development cost while the learned behavior still fulfills the
application requirements.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language Constructs
and Features—Frameworks; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]:
Learning
Keywords
Reinforcement Learning, Quality of Service, Software devel-
opment
1. INTRODUCTION
Within a computer system, applications running in a chang-
ing context may have several alternatives to fulfill their ob-
jectives. A decision making process is then needed to provide
the application with suitable behavior. Such applications
have to dynamically adapt their behavior to improve it ac-
cording to some criteria. In this paper, the criterion is an
utility indicator that measures the overall system Quality of
Service (QoS: “A set of qualities related to the collective be-
havior of one or more objects”, ISO[2]). Then the behavior
of the system applications is adjusted in order to maximize
this utility. The more direct way to handle this problem is
to make each application able to adapt its behavior based
on its own utility indicator. However, a specific solution
has to be developed for each application and interactions
between applications are not taken into account (i.e., the
overall utility cannot be maximized). Thus, this solution is
not reusable and has a very high development cost. A bet-
ter option is to extract from the application all the elements
contributing to the decision making process and to gather
them in a control system middleware layer. Now, the over-
all system utility is easier to maximize since a global view
is available. Moreover, only one decision process have to be
built and well defined interfaces with applications makes it
reusable.
To deal with behavior adaptation, two ways are possible.
The first way is to find a specific algorithm. Unfortunately,
this is a tremendous work as every possible change in the
context must be envisaged during the development. Further-
more, the general decision problem is NP-difficult[3], and
therefore a heuristic should be used[1]. The second way lies
on learning techniques. They cannot ensure that the maxi-
mum utility will be reached, but as the learning system gains
experience it progressively increases the relevance of the con-
trol. Furthermore, the learning performs autonomously (i.e.
without human intervention)[4] and online (i.e. applications
run simultaneously). As the context may change, learning is
performed almost uninterruptedly, making the system able
to adapt its behavior at any time. The use of such learning
techniques presents two major advantages: (i) the control
system is very general and widely reusable; (ii) developers
do no more need to find detailed solutions for the system
behavior.
This paper describes DCBL, a framework for developing a
control system using a learning technique. DCBL also pro-
vides the system with a mechanism that aims to finely con-
trol the trials and errors inherent in the selected learning
algorithm. First the used learning technique is outlined,
and then the control system architecture and its working
principles are detailed.
2. LEARNING TECHNIQUE
Learning techniques can be classified into three main groups:
supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforce-
ment learning.
In supervised learning, the expected output yi is available for
each possible input xi. Learning requires searching for the
function f by successive modifications such that: ∀i, f(xi) =
yi. The evaluation of the function f is based on the predic-
tion error f(xi) − yi. In most cases, learning is performed
on a training set and then the discovered function is used in
a real context.
Unlike supervised ones, unsupervised learning techniques do
not require knowing outputs. Parameters are adjusted only
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based on input data and a set of predefined constraints.
These learning techniques are usually used for clustering and
classification problems.
Reinforcement learning [6] is a mix of supervised and un-
supervised techniques. Unlike supervised learning, the ex-
pected output does not need to be available for a given input.
However, a reinforcement signal characterizing the behavior
is required. The learning process relies on this signal that
takes the form of penalties and rewards.
This last group of learning techniques seems the most ap-
propriate to solve the problem of adaptation in a changing
context: (i) expected outputs are usually unknown, and they
may change in dynamic contexts; (ii) it is often easy to find
information about behavior quality.
2.1 Q-Learning
Q-Learning [7] is a reinforcement learning technique that
copes with state succession. Let A denote the set of avail-
able actions and S the set of available states. The goal of
Q-Learning is to estimate the value Q(s, a) for each pair
< s, a > where s ∈ S and a ∈ A. Q(s, a) stands for the
long-run payoffs obtained by taking action a in the state s.
In other words, Q(s, a) is the benefit to take action a in state
s.
For each time step, the state st+1 follows the state st by
taking the action at. While doing this, the reinforcement
signal r is received and Q(st, at) is updated:








The correction of Q(st, at) is reduced using a learning rate
coefficient α in the range [0, 1] and can be split into two
parts: r − Q(st, at) makes the estimated value of the bene-





stands for the benefit of the new
state, characterized by the best state-action pair reduced by
the coefficient γ. In practice, the learning algorithm end-
lessly repeats the following steps: (1) receiving the rein-
forcement signal and the new state, (2) updating the bene-
fit of taking the selected action in the previous state using
the received reinforcement signal and the current state, (3)
choosing and executing an action.
2.2 Action selection
Action selection is an important step in the learning process
and several strategies are possible. The first way consists
in always choosing the action a given the state s so that
Q(s, a) has the highest value. This strategy, called greedy
action selection, cannot generally be used to find optimal
behavior: early convergence makes the learning process in-
efficient. A subset of actions is used regardless of the others.
On the opposite, a uniformly random action selection is a
good choice to visit all state-action pairs, but the resulting
behavior has no relationship with the learned one.
The way to select the action should be a judicious mix of ex-
ploration (random action selection) and exploitation (greedy
action selection). Furthermore, it is preferable to select more
frequently an action that leads to a high-valued benefit, and
less often an action that leads to a low-valued one. The
“softmax” function based on Boltzmann formula [5] uses
these principles and give the probability to select the action











τ is a parameter used to give more or less importance to an
action that leads to a high-valued benefit. The more τ has
a high value, the more the action selection tends to be done
randomly. On the opposite, when the value of τ is close to
0, action selection looks like the greedy one.
3. DCBL FRAMEWORK
The behavior of a system can be characterized by its over-
all utility. It stands for the quality of the service that
the system provides from the user’s point of view. The
Dynamic Control of Behavior based on Learning (DCBL)
framework copes with execution context adaptation of ap-
plications based on a reinforcement learning technique. It
aims to increase the probability to maintain system utility
above a predefined threshold.
3.1 General view
A major advantage of DCBL is that elements contributing
to the decision making process are extracted from the ap-
plications and arranged to form the control system. In their
remaining parts, applications only deal with execution of
the choices made in the control system. Both parts of the
system interact via input and output interfaces (fig. 1).
The control system lies on a reinforcement learning algo-
rithm, which requires the current state and the reinforce-
ment signal: (i) the state is deduced from the perceptions
supplied by applications (i.e., a set of values that specify the
situation of the system in its context); (ii) from the monitor
values provided by the application, the system utility is built
and its variation gives the required reinforcement signal. A
synthesis step realizes the transformation from perceptions
and monitors to state and utility.
The decision system being separated from applications, it
can handle several applications simultaneously. Only the
simple case of one application is presented in this document,



































Figure 1: DCBL framework
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3.2 Operating principles
3.2.1 Utility and minimal utility
System utility is a control system built-in data. Its estima-
tion depends on the developer’s description of the monitors:
a valid area of value is provided for each of them. The util-
ity is maximal if all monitor values are in the center of their
validity area. The utility tends to the minimal utility if at
least the value of one monitor tends to the limit of its valid-
ity area.
The control system aims to discover a behavior that maxi-
mizes the system utility and reduces the risk that the utility
goes below the minimal utility.
This description of the system room for maneuver based on
each monitor makes the developer’s work much more easy
as he only has to handle one dimension of the problem (i.e.
one monitor) at a time.
3.2.2 Decision mechanism
The system decisions are made using a Q-Learning algo-
rithm associated with an action selection strategy based on
“softmax” function. This requires state-action pairs explo-
ration that may lead to a system utility below the mini-
mal utility. Moreover, the system learns in an incremental
way depending on how the system interacts with its context:
which event occurs and when. . . Therefore, utility variation
with time is not a strictly increasing function although it
tends to increase. In other words, the system may adopt
a behavior that is unable to maintain the utility above the
minimal threshold. To avoid such a situation, the control
system includes an additional decision mechanism. This ex-
ploitation mechanism uses a greedy action selection without
learning. It should be initialized in such a way that the sys-
tem is able to stay in its room for maneuver.
A decision mechanism selection step is responsible for the
choice between learning and exploitation mechanisms.
3.2.3 Operating scenario
The activity of the decision system is organized in time
steps. At each step a complete decision making process takes
place: synthesis of inputs, selection of a decision mechanism,
action selection with the decision mechanism and applica-
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Figure 2: Simplified decision mechanism selection
scenario
show in a simplified way how the decision mechanism is se-
lected. The space of states is composed of four utility areas
separated by thresholds. At time step t, the system is in
state st and the utility is good. The learning mechanism is
used in order to discover a new behavior that fits better with
the context. At time step t + 3, the utility becomes insuf-
ficient, meaning that learning may well increase the risk to
lead the utility below the minimal threshold. The learning
decision mechanism is then replaced by the exploitation one.
Exploitation takes place (from t+3 to t+5) until the system
utility reaches good utility threshold at time step t+6. Then
the system starts a new learning period.
3.2.4 Utility threshold determination
During the scenario of figure (2), the only use of the learn-
ing mechanism may lead to state s′t+4, in which bounds are
exceeded. To reduce the risk to reach such a configuration,
DCBL relies on the well-tried behavior of the exploitation
decision mechanism. As sufficient and good utility thresh-
olds are used to change the decision mechanism, they are
essential in the utility control process.
The sufficient utility threshold depends on the ability of the
exploitation mechanism to control the utility of the system.
During execution, this threshold is adjusted to reduce the
risk of constraint violation. The good utility threshold de-
pends only on exploitation mechanism: the value should be
low enough to be reached at exploitation time, and high
enough to increase the sufficient utility area necessary for
learning. This threshold is also adjusted dynamically.
3.3 Operating modes
Exploitation mechanism relies on its associated behavior to
maintain the system QoS within a specified range. If a better
behavior is discovered using learning abilities, the exploita-
tion mechanism should be updated to include the improve-
ments. With such an upgrade ability, the system constantly
adapts itself to its changing context. Exploitation mecha-
nism modification changes the benefit of taking an action
rather than others in a given state.
Upgrading the system is not risk-less: the behavior may be
upgraded although it does not improve the system QoS. To
avoid these side effects, three operating modes are intro-
duced: (i) Exploitation mode simply uses the exploitation
mechanism; (ii) Learning mode uses the learning mechanism
without any restriction; (iii) Evaluation mode is a restricted
use of the learning mechanism: the “softmax” action selec-
tion is replaced by the greedy one, and learning does not take
place anymore. This operating mode evaluates the relevance
of the discovered behavior to decide whether the exploita-
tion decision mechanism should be upgraded or not.
Q-Learning representation makes partial upgrade possible
(i.e., state-action pairs can be modified independently): af-
ter evaluation, states will be upgraded when encountered
enough times without significant decrease in utility. Partial
upgrade is useful to reduce evaluation duration with little
effects on the control system reliability.
3.4 Indicators and operating mode selection
At each time step, the system tries to change its operating
mode. Mode change is based on indicators that represent
the internal configuration of the system.
Two utility indicators are introduced to characterize the be-
havior associated with each decision mechanism. They are
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meant to be the relevance of each decision mechanism. Util-
ity indicators estimation is based on a recent average of the
global utility while using the specified decision mechanism.
These indicators are named U exploitation and U learning.
To be relevant, utility indicators must be evaluated over
enough consecutive time steps. Moreover, as the context
may change in time, the reliability of indicators decreases
if they are not updated in the current operation mode. To
address this problem, reliability indicators are associated
with each operating mode (R exploitation, R learning and
R evaluation): their value increases when the system is in
the corresponding operating mode, and decreases otherwise.
Reliability thresholds are used to decide whether these in-
dicators are good, sufficient or insufficient, just as utility
thresholds for system utility measurement (cf. 3.2.4).
Finally the failure indicator depends on the ability of the
exploitation mechanism to maintain the system in its room
for maneuver. The system fails if the utility goes below the
minimal utility threshold and it comes back to non-failure
if its utility reaches the good threshold (fig. 2).
On figure (3), the operating mode selection is detailed de-
pending on the current mode of the system. At Upgrade
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Figure 3: Operating mode selection detail
3.5 Parameter variation
Dynamically adjusting some parameters improves the sys-
tem QoS. Two main principles are described.
First, the system room for maneuver can be reduced if a bet-
ter behavior is discovered during execution. With a smaller
room for maneuver, the system average QoS will be signifi-
cantly improved. All the system parameters are updated to
fit the new local room for maneuver.
Second, some parameters depend on the relationship be-
tween system and time steps succession. For example, how
many time a newly discovered behavior should be evalu-
ated before exploitation upgrade ? Those parameters can
be dynamically adjusted to take into account the time steps
succession, making DCBL more efficient and application-
independent.
4. CONCLUSION
DCBL is a framework for Dynamic Control of Behavior
based on Learning. As a major advantage, DCBL maintains
the system QoS above a minimal threshold. Trial and errors
learning requires the exploration of a subset of the space of
states to discover new behavior that better fits the context.
Several introduced mechanisms increase the system average
QoS, while maintaining the current one above a threshold.
Another advantage of DCBL is its ability of self adapta-
tion to a changing context. A behavior that was efficient at
a time may progressively be replaced by another one that
turns out to be better in the current context. To keep self
adaptation ability, the system does not stop learning, even
when a very efficient behavior has been found. However,
the system learns less to take advantage of the discovered
behavior.
Using DCBL does not require to perfectly know the appli-
cation area. Only objectives and an initial, relevant enough,
behavior need to be defined by the developer. Then the sys-
tem will autonomously evolve upon this ground to improve
the delivered QoS. Moreover, a good way to use DCBL is
to develop a unique application for several slightly different
contexts. At run time, each application will evolve to find a
behavior that fits well its specific context.
As the control system does not have specific relationships
with the operating system, it will be easily made reusable.
On the other hand, applications do not include the decision
making process, which is common to all applications.
This work only begins and all the possibilities have not been
studied yet. The use of the control system can be extended
to any system lying on a decision making process. Fur-
thermore, it would be interesting to include in DCBL other
learning techniques.
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